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T:H:E SEE R,
A Monthly Re view of E soteric and E xoteric Astrology and of the
P sychic an d Occnlt Sciences
LONDON -

CARTHAG·E -

NEW-YORK

Editol'-in-chief : FRANCIS ROLT-WI-IEELER Pb . D.
Associa te Director : C.
By reason of the fa ct t hat this r eview is

in close relation with

« L'ASTROSOPHIE »,its sister review (in t li e F r ench la ug uage) , it ha s t:!e

unusual advantage of possessin g a staff of contributors from all European
countries, as well as the collaboration of t he leadi ng Englisli and American
writers in the subjects belonging to its special domain.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-POST-FREE
England and colonies 10/ 6-United S tates of America .... ........... .. .
Countries outside p ostal accoTd of Stockholm 70 fran cs French
Inside postal acco rd of Stockholm . .......... .. ... .. . . ... .60 fr ancs F ren ch
France and coloni es ................ ................. .... .. 50 francs French
ADDRESS AS BELOW
ADVERTISING RATES. - Per p age, per inserti on, 60/ - (S15.00 ) ; l!z pnge,
30/ - (S 7.50) ; 1/ 3 p age, 20/ - (S 5.00); % page, 16/ - (S 4.0 0) ; l / G page,
12/- (S 3.00) ; 1/s p age, 10/ - (S 2.50) . Recl i.1ction on yearly cont racts.
CHEQUES ON ANY BANK

INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
President : OREA E. WlND UST; Secretary : Mlle VAN WA LCH LH: N;
Founder and Director : FilANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph. D.
1) Publication. - Th e Ins tit ut e publ'is li es « L 'A STROSOPHTE » tile
leading ast rological, p sychi c ar.<l occ ul t review in the French la nguage. It i.4
al'so the publi s her of THE SE .l!: Ll.
2) Horoscopes. -- Tile In stitu te main tains a staff fo r high-g rade
w111 I;
on a stri ctly per><onal bas is, no 1rnrk « in seri es» l>eing permitted.
will not be considered . Four systems ar e employed : a) the Scientific System,
and , cl) tl1 e
b) the Kabbiili sti c S '·$ tem, c) t il e Selenologica l (Arabic)
Symbolic Systems. F 11 1· full detail s see ad vertisin g page facing this one.
3) Correspondence Courses.- (In English or F1 ·ench). Tliese are a::; fo llow-<:
A. - Aii TR0L0<1 Y, 70 I Pssnns
B. - ORACULAR SGLENCES : 1) Til e Taro t , 24 lessons ; 2) Pure
K abbali sm, 24 lessons ; 3) H igber Kabbalisrn, 24 lessons.
The
Course is by far the mos t co mpl ete gi ,·en in an y country.
It inclndes 10 series of 7 lesso ns each, or OYe r 750 pages i11 <1 11. Q11 es ti ons :ire
attached to each lesson, and seri ous s tude nts o nh· 11·ill lie a"ce pt ed. T wn
e:irnminations close th e co urse. C'e rtifi c:. tes an d dip.loma s will be gran ted to
successful candidales. Tbe Co urse is divided as follows :
I. How to Draw a Horcscope
6. P rimary Directions
2. lnterpretatiol' - Analysi"
7. R ec tification.
3. Interpretation 8. The Horoscc.oe .)et&i!ed
4. Esoteric Astrology
9. Advanced
5. The Progressed Horos-:ope
I 0. Stellar i\stro!ogy
The t er ms for th e whole co urse a re Ten Pouncls of :F'ifty Do llars pa n ne11t
in advan ce or f or ear h series in adv:ince ; if pa_vrn ent is nm de h v
1;,.,
t erms are £ 1. 4. Ocl. or S ix Dollars eacb . The Course is so thoroug-h and
embracing that 11!! stud ents rn nst beg in a t th e beginnin g.
Each of the Courses in t he Oracular Sciences l'll nsis ts of
lessons. Tl 1e
Terms fo r eac h of the co11rscs a1e F our Po uncls or Tw enty Dolln l's. pnyment in ndrnn re. H pn :vm ent fo1· t he \\'hole rou rse is mncle in a rh anre til e
t erm s wi ll he T en Ponnr1s or F ifty Doll ars. f.. rer ti firnte will be gi,·en t0
successfnl stud ents.
Chequ es or Mo nev Orde rs to Dr. F rancis ROLm-W HEELER, Di l'ect.or.
I NS'l P UT AS1'ROLOGI QUE DE CAF,THAGE
CAR'IHAGE, 'I UNISIE, N. AFRICA

INSTITVT ASTROLOGJQVE DE CARTHAGE
HOROSCOPBS
A borosrope contains two principal e lements : 1) a .d e tail ed setting fo1: t.h
of ch aracter, and 2) an analysis of t Lie iu liuen ces
the events wh1d i
wi:·I come into the lif e· DesLiny is tl 1e result of the mleract10n of hot h. W h..Lt
happens to us is only partly p.re-d elermiued; the decis i ve · facto r lies in F reeWill - our character and our co!!dnct.
fhe r.e is no true horoscopy wit honL u so lid diagnosis of character , a nd t he re
is no such thin" as a true half-di agnos is. Cheap and incomp lelP. horoscopes.
or horoscopes
in series by formal meLliods a re oflc n apL Lo be mis leadi 11 F,.
Every horoscope must be a detailed anJ individua l p iece of work, eb e it u;
better to have none at al I.
. SCIENTIFIC ROR.OSCOPES
Condensed Natal Horoscope for a child, dealing mai nl y with
health and occupation, 1 cha rt., abo uL 8 pa ges .. .. .... ........ £1 .10.00. S 7 'ii)
Cundeused Nata l Horoscope and Progressed Direction for
l be current year iu advance, cliaracte r and probable destin y, 2 charts, abo ut 16 pages ... ................... ... .... .. ..... £ 2.00 .00 S 10 •l•J .
Comp lete Natal· .Horoscope, esoteric and pratical. detailed
Progress.eel Directions for cunenL year in advance, Fixed
Star cbal't, 3
ornr 24 pages ....... : ............ .. ........ £ 4.00'. 00 8 20 llff
KABBALIS'IIC HOROSCOPES
Condensed Kabbalislic 8ysLcm, natal, 1 cba rt, 8 pages .. .... £1.10 .00 S 7 60
l'omplete Kaubalistic i:;yslem.
Kabba I isl ic progressiou
for current yea r in ad 1·a nee, 2 char ts, about 16 pages ... £2.00.00 S 10 Pl
SELENOLOGICAL HOROSCOPES
Condensed Selenological system, na ta l, 1 chait, 8 p ages ...... £1.10.0l S 7 50
Comp lete Selenological systen.. , wilh l'rJgressiou for current
year in ad vance, 2 charts 16 pages .. ..... .. .. .. .. .. .......... £2.00 .00 · S 10 LHJ
TRIPLE SYS'l'EM HOROSCOPES
Co ndensed Scie11lifi<·., Ste llar, Kabbtdistie and Selenolugical
.
Tata! Horoscopes, 4 Charts, from 30 to 40 pages ......... £6.00.00 S 30 •:u
Complete and deLaileJ a11alysis of al'l systems and all Pro.
gressions for the rurrunl year in aJ va nce. 7 chart..;, about
60 pages ..... ... .. ........ .. .................................... : .. .. £8 .00. 00 S 40 l )l'
Comp lete and detailed .analysis as above, on heav) pape r,
strung·ly bound in book form, with blank charts in each
sys ! em for t<-n years to fo llow, and with frontispiece of
na ti1· e 's personal Kabbalistic talisman on parchment .. . £ 10.00.00 S 50 00
l'rog-ressep Di rerti '.l ns to yearly client s, for the current year
in achance, 1 chart, about 10 pages . ... ................. .. .. .. £2.00.00 3 10 00
Horary Cbarts and lnLerpretations (answers to special° questions propounded, l·etter to 0ont:i.i11 date and. hour when
decision was taken to seek advice) ........... .. .. ... ......... £2.00.00 S 10 PO
Birth-Hour Rectifica tion s with a horoscope order. ..... .. .... £3.00.00 S .l!'i 111 1
Rectifica tion required wi thout a horoscope order ... . ........ £4.00.00 S 20 'oo

REQUIREMENTS
ln every case, Name, Place, Date, and Hour (exactly, if possiule appN.ximately, a l all eYents) of Birth must accompany t he order. If a Ka bbalistic
Horoscope is req uired, the Cllristian name (both baptismal a nd as commonl.v
used) must be given, and, for married women, the maiden nam e a lso.
When t he approximate birt.h-hour cannot be learned from parents, r elatives.
fr iends, doctor or midwife, Redification is necessary, a diffic ult matter. Tr
such case the order must be accompan ied with the extrn cha rge, a photogTa pl.
( full'-face preferred) and a list of events in the life of the native, such as
J a tes of death of parents, marriage, births of children, accidents, sudde n
illnesses. etc., that calculations may be made fro m eYents to birth-bo ur.
Cheques may be
on any bank.
FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER Ph. D.
Director: INSTITUT ASTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE ·
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA
ALL WORK DONE PERSONALL'Y

'KNav; YOURSBLF' WALL - CHARTS, BTC...
NE·V ER BEFORE IN CHART BUILDING has such a STUPENDOUS undertaking been accomplished, as tlie creating ·of these «1VIAS'l1 ERPIECES»:
'11 hough self-explanatory, with side notes and nume1·ous thrilling illustrations
-at present We INCLUDE A MASTER KB;Y COUl-lSE OF LESSONS,
ABSOLUTELY FREE. THEREFORE, DO NOT DELAY ORDERING. The
GREATEST MINDS look up above money-riches TO GRASP KNOWLEDGE.
THE E. J. STEVENS COLOR CHART PRODUCTIONS DE LUXE,EDUCATIONAL, ARTISTIC, SCIENTIFIC, INSPIRATIONAL. (For the
present, with Nos. 9 or 10 or 11 Charts, we include, absolutely free of charge,
.i. priceless Master Key Set of Lessons.
No, 8. Stevens Chart of «KNOW YOUR BODY» and Zones, Vital Organs,
Glands, Cells, etc., with notations. Male and Female Auras in colors. Polarization, Gonads, etc.
No. 9 World's MASTERPIECE CHART OF MAN, in Science, History
aud Symbology, .110 illustrations an<! notations gathered from the
librairies.
No. 10. Planetary man and his Power Centers, Chakras, Auras, Colors,
Lotus Seals, Cosmic Rays, Ectoplasms, etc. ( 30
i·evelations.)
No. 11 to 14 inclusive ( 4 in 1) Cosmic Creation and Ascent of Man, 1etc. A
Masterful Creation-Profusely illustrated and described. Natural, _Occult,
Super-Scientific.
No. 15. The E. J. Stevens Chart of Human Zones, Organs, 10 fine illustrntions. Numeration and Sense Centers, Auras from the Nude of Male and
Female. Extra ordinary photo-engraved Auras. An invaluable Chart.
No. 16. The Great Family of Human Glands, including Endochrine (Ductless) their inner and extensive planetary relations, etc. (7 insert condensed
lessons). Magnificent and the World's Greatest Gland Chart.
No. 17. The New and Practical Astrology, 4000 years of Wisdom-Two
Solar Families and YOU. (A Masterpiece). Aquarian Age Data, Value of R
score· of books.
· No. 18. Brains, Spinal Centers, 2 Great Nervous Systems, Adjustment
Lessons, Metabolism, Cells, Atoms, Electrons Six printed lessons attached.
No. 19. N.B. Nos. 1 to 7, arn our series of Anatomical Charts, No, 10 is
on the. Tarot. Nearly 100 illustrations, etc. Prices 1/3 higher than the others.
OUR INTRODUCTORY Prices on the most Popular size-18x24 reduced
from 10.00 dollars to......................................................... 6.50 dollars.
on each of the 18 charts.
·
OUR INTRODUCTORY Prices on the Smaller size-12-15 to 16 reduced
from 6.00 dol1ars to.................... .. .. ............................ .. .... . 5.00 dollars
(on each of above).
Th ese are in de -luxe c0Io1·s and cloth mounted, inclu.des lesson attached or
detached all prepaid, insured. Non-colored at 1.00 dollar less.
Larger sizes supplied. If you order 1/ 4 dozen deduct 10 per cent discouut.
In 1/2 ·dozens 20 0/ 0 off & 1 dozen 40 0/ 0.
N. B.-OUR CHARTS HA VE THE CHARM AND WEALTH OF THE
WORLD'S BEST BOOKS. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR «INTRODUCTORY) OFFERS FOR YOUR SECTION AND YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
WILL ENJOY NATURE'S Finer Forces!
Why search through numerous libraries and thousands of books to secure
this
when you can receive it at such small cost? Remit for the charts
in any convenient form. We pay postage and insurance.

Add. E. J, S.

STEVENS

COMPANIES, Inc.

242 Powell St., Sa.n Fra.ncisco, Calif., U.S.A.

OUR 'oUCILESS GLAN.o S .
The world's greatest gland chart

The following is a brief description of Chart Series 16 which
contains Anatomical, Mental, Cerebro-Spinal, Creative, Astronomical, Physical, Astral, Cosmic, Electro-Magnetic and color aspects.
In compliance with urgent requests by the healing and educational fraternities, this ma's terpiece creation was co-operatively executed by Ernest J.
Stevens, M. Sc., Pb. D., who was christened by Luther Burbank,-cthe
Burbank of t"he Human Plant». Dr. Stevens is a life honorary member of the
Pan-Amer. Med. Ass 'n., an active member . of the American Association for
the. Ad van cement of Science and varied S cientific, Occult and Metaphysical
associations, an author of several scientific works, also an artist and internationa l lecturer. (Invented 35 color & Air fo1· Science & Health). The following
sev en condensed lessons are inserted on chart, bet ween the gorg·eous pictm·e» .
1. GLANDS, THEIR COLORS AND BASIC URGES, etc ... '
2. GLANDS, '!'HEIR USES AND FUNCTIONS, LOCATIONS, etc.. .
3. HUMAN PLANET (BODY) AND PLANETARY METALS, etc ...
4. PREDOMINATING COLORS IN GLANDS AND PLANETS, etc ...
5. SEVEN GREAT NERVE CENTERS(« CHAKRAS »),BRAINS, etc ..
6. SEVEN GLAND DYNAMOS AND LOTUS SEALS, etc, etc ...
7. SEVEN GLAND ELECTRO-MAGNE'l:IC CON·1·ROLLERS, etc .. .
With the assistance of i·ecognized experts and after years of patient resea l'ch, this cliart bas been created and has already been pronounced the finest
GLAND CHART -ever produ ced. It is, in fact, an encyclopaedic creation anrl
all advancing students of Nature, and of progressiv"
will hail · this
invaluable contribution.
This combined color Chart, Calendar and M.ap, comes in three sizes,
mounted on fine linen :
SPECIAL INTRODUdTQRY PRICES :
12 x 16 inches, 3.50 dolla I'S In Colors : 5.00 <l0Ua1·s.
18 x 22 to 24, 5. 00 dollarfi In colors was 10.00 dollars, Now 6.50 dollars ..
40 x 50 odd In colors and with R-.ollers and glazed (Reduced from 50 d.ol.)
35.00 d·o llars Plain 25 .00 doll ars.
(Reduced Fr. 50 dollars) 35.0U dollars ,Plain 25.00 dollars.

CATARRH· FLU <GRIP.>

GASTRITIS

--

ASTHMA

--

COLDS

--

ETC.

We include a 9 ' ' x 6112 plate iµ six color s entitled Blood Formation,
Ab orption and Circulation.
- For all nose, throat and chest trnubles (and stoma ch) order the thrice
international gold medal awarded

STE.Ve.NS BAL.SA .... POCKET SANITARIUM (Madeof Hard

for inhaling use--safe and sure cure and prevention ·by inhalation
·
in Na tu re's method.
Nature's Balsam Air Inhalations
A perfectly natural as well as scientific «aid to nature, method in accordance with Nature 's laws, and at infinitely less expen se than having to live
or near a« health resort built up in the pines or cedars».etc. for a week or so.
GOES

TO

THE

ROOT

OF

Stopped-up Noses; «Frog-in-the-Throat ;» Nasa-1 Discharges; Hawking and
Spitting; Snoring at Night; Bad Breath; Frequent Colds and Catanhal
(Indigestion) Conditions of the Stomach; Difficult Breathing; Smothering
Sensation in Dreams ; Sudden Fits of Sneezing ; Dry Mu cus in Nose; and
any of the other symptoms that indicate approaching or present Catarrh,
foflammatory and . Congested membranes and growths back of the nose and
throat caused by Stomach and Catarrh. E:irneedingly pop.nlar among Singers,
Actors and Speakers.An inexpensive and delightfd treatment.
Balsam a plenty and directions included for this magazine's readers-$3.00.
You will be satisfied Nearly 100,000 sold. NO
REPORTED.
Never gets out of order - Clean and alw&ys ready: for use
(Satisfaction or money back)
Remit in any form you like to-

DR. ERNEST S. STEVEN$, M. S,; PH. D.
242 Powell Street,

San

CaliforW.11.. USA

ES
TRIPLE SYSTEM

EXCLUSIVE

and t horouah horoscoplc

vvork done by any lnet:lt?u>t:e
,

.Fo.r details, see advertising page facing front cover.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
.Extensive, detailed and profound teaching in :

ASTROLOGY (Exoteric and Esoteric) .......... ,.......... 7(} lessons
ORACULAR SCIENCES (Tarot, Kabbalism, etc).... .. 72 lessons ·
For fuH details see inside front cover.

GRAPHOLOGY
Highly
work done by a member of the Institut Graphologique .le
e
jther
high-grade
graphological portraits, or a course in Graphology
,
. ',
'
'
can be arranged by request.

CONDENSED GRAPHOLOGICAL PORTRAIT......

Half a guinea or S 2.76

FULL GRAPHOLOGICAL PORTRAIT.................

One Guinea or S 5.51>

Address : Pro/. G. BEVRET St BRICE
ln•tltut Aatrolotlque de
CARTHAGE -

TUNISIE -

N. Africa

TALISMANS
upQn virgm parchment (the actual .skin), and on
day and .
hour propitious to the consultant (for which the necessary astrological ca;·_
. culation must be made), Kabbalistic talismans will be provided as follows :
Planetary talisman, free with Six Guinea or Fifty-Dollar triple horoscope.
P.lanetacy .talisman, either accompanying horo11copic work, or 11eparate.. ......... ... . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .... . .. . . . .

One Guinea, or S 5.5P

· Z0di.a1jal ttili11man, double, framed, separate in
every· cl\se.................. .............. .... ........ ...... .... ...

One Guinea, or S 5.50

JI.a these talismans must be pl'epared specially for every appiicant,
and date of birth (hour if possibie) and sex of consultant must be given.
(on any bank) or International Money Orders to
'

.. Dr. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER

Olregt:or: lnstltut A.stroloaiqu.,. d• Cart·ttase

C.ART-. . . GE !··
"'· · .:..1

.

•

.

••• •

.

' '.

.

TUNISIE -

N. AFRICA ,

... ·r• ' ...''
., ;-4.

STUDY t"'OH

l>EGHEE

of
of Psychology (Ps. D.) .
Doctor of Metaphysics (Ms. D.)
Doctor of Divinity (D. D.)
Either by correspondence• in the quiet of your
own home, or by resident class work in Indianapolis. Write for further

Colleg?. of

Metaphysics Inc.

Dr. William H. WOODFIN, President
Dept. Sr. Denison Hotel Buii'ding
Indianapolis, Ind. U. S. A.

FOYLE' S SPECIAL OFFERS i
Psycho-Graphology
A Study of RAPHAEL SCHERMANN. By Bagger
A little man w ith a gathering of critics around
him, read «visions» from handwriting. He was
Raphael Schermann, the Vienna «wizard» of
Graphology, tht! science of script. Pu bid. at 3/6
Offered, new a t '1 /4 , post free on approval.

The VI & VII Book.s of Moses,
or Moses' Magical Spirit-art. Known as the
art of the old wise Hebrews, taken from the
Mosaic Books of the Cabala and the Talmud for
the good of mankind. Translated from tha German, word for w ord, according to old writings.
With numerous eng ravings.

Offered at

4 I4

Both Books s ent on approval. -

FOVLES

post free
Quote offor 225

FOR

OCCULT BOOKS
119-125 Charing Cross Rd. LONDON. W,C . .2
liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiia. . . . . . . .

And bow to select th em. THE PHILOSOPHY

FORTUNATE OF P LANETARY INFLUENCE AND PLAN-

E TARY H OUR S. A comprehen si ve ana:l ysis
of Pla ne tary inttu ence ornr the every-day afPrlce 75c
fairs of life. Del ving into t he records of the
past for a line on th e present. Gathering and
tabulating th e r esear ches of all ages and' givin g logical reasons why
va rious impulses are stronger at one period than a t a nother. Attractive
Art Cover, with Char t.
Price 75c.
A wonderfu l device whi ch s hows A1' A GLANPLAN ET ARY CE th e Pla nets tha t rnl e eac h hour of the clay
HOUR DIAL a nd th e influence th ey exert. Arra nged in harmony wit h laws discove red t· hou sand s of years
P ri ce 7Sc
ago by ancient Chaldea n a nd E gy ptian Astrologers. Cleared of all mys tery so that all may
read, underst and, and apply it for t hemselves. A kn owled ge of Astrology not n ecessary. Will las t a lifetim e.
Price 75 c.
OF PLANETARY I NFLUENCE S. 600 refeLUCKY HOUR re nces at a g-lan ce. E1·ery-cl ay questions of
business and pl easure ta bula ted so th a t the
CHAftT
answe rs can be seen at a glan ce. 'l'HE PLANPrice 1 sc
ETARY HOUR DIA.L shows whi ch Pia.net is
. ruling each hour of tl1 e cl ay . THE LUCKY
HOUR CHART SH OWS WHA.T 1'0 DO WITH TI-IA T HOUR. .
Price 15 c.
For sale by all dealers or by

HOURS

THE SIMPLE)( PUBLISHING Co
BOX 595

SEATTLE U. S. A.

COURSE IN-

KABBALISM
The Institut Astrologique de Carthage announces the issuance of
the most complete and· profound Correspondence Course in Kabbalism ever yet prepared.

THE HIDDEN TEACHING
Emphasis is laid upon the fact that this Course is for serious students, and while it is treated with directness and simplicity, it is not
superficial. No book at present published covers all the ground coJ\tained in the Course.

I. THE TAROT
(Occult Philosophy and Higher Divination)

II. KA
(The Se·cret Tradition of Hebrew Lore)

III. HIGHER K4BBAl.ISM
(Esoteric teaching from ancient sources)
These three Courses contain the gist of much Hermetic teaching, of
Occult Geometry, and of Numerology (conservatively treated). The
very nature of the subject gives it a vivid and popular appeal despite
the scholarly treatment.

72

LE:SSON"S
Ten Pounds or Fifiy Dollars
(The Tarot, only, Four Guineas, or 20 Dollars)
Each lesson is followed by a set of questions, and the answers will
be personally corrected. A certificate of the Institute is given to successful students.
Ad dress Cheques and Mone]) Orders lo

Dr. FRANCIS ROLT-WHEELER
Director: lNSTITUT AsTROLOGIQUE DE CARTHAGE
CARTHAGE - TUNISIE - N. AFRICA

' .
!

Ouija Planchette ''Combination"!!
Gan be used as
PLANCHETTE or OUIJA BOA RD. Perfect in de5ign, beautifully finished on our Ball-bearing principle. A combination of the
most sensitive instruments for obtaining SPIRIT MESSAGES.
Direct, Rapid, and Distinct. Complete in Box with directions for use,
chart and accessories, delivered free anywhere at 7s. 6d. each. Post
your order NOW .-WEYERS BROS. , Scientific Instrument
Makers, 18-19, Glebe Road, Kingsland, London, E.8. A n Ideal
Present.

Brot ht rhood of T he Holy
P enta gra m
Box 341, Plattsburg, NEW-l ORK
U.S . A.
A General Guide on Important
W e offer courses in Psychology,
Matters Covering
Occultism, Ancient Magic, the Secret
Doctrine in Free-Masonry and SpiritBUSINESS , INCOME
ualism .
INVESTMENTS, CH ANGES
We ha1·e a n un limited s up pl y u.f
rare and out of p ri nt 0<'cu lt. MysHAPPINESS , H E ALTH,
t ical, P sycholog·ical, 1vfas onic and Astr olog'ical books. A !so we sea l'Ch fo r
and procu re a ny book yo u ma y d esire
MAJ:?,RIAGE , ETC .
Send your or ders t o
Send fo r our book ca ta logue a llll
GENERAL INFORMAonr
W . F. CORNELI
TION T S rela li rn t o our courses,
which vo u w onlil find most int erest39 Thayer St reet
ing· ancl in s truc1i1·e.
j
IW CHESTE R, N . Y.
·Gazing crys ta ls, I ncense of many
va rie ties, also in dividua l incen;;e
• ::;:;::;::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::-;:;:::;:;:;:;:::.$ . Pric.es upon app lication.

!

THIS SHOULD INTEREST YOU I
IDo yo u kn ow yo u owe it tn yon rsel f to IPnl'n 1he In ws of miecliums hip 1
Tgno l'i ng t hem does not sa l'e
from obsessing i nflu ent.es . V ery few in saue
people h ave a ny kn owledge of occ ult for ee.'- staLis t i<·s prn1·e 1lii s. Some of
tbe gTeatest trag edi es of lii stor.v li al'I:> Il een I lie res11IL of ig noran ce of t bi :::
vit a l p benomenon. Lea rn how to uu fo ld .vnu r psy <" l1i c a ncl medi ll mis ti c
f aculties ; bow to p ro t ect .rn 11 rse lf fro m uncl es i reel as Ll'a l inftu en cesma n.y of whom imperso na te ,gTea l
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Nearly fifty years ago «Light) was founded to proclaim the reality
of life after death as a fact in .Nature, affirmed not only 'by the reli·
sious instinct in mankind and the visions and intuitions Qf $,Clints, seer'
ltlnd sages, but by scientific investigation of psychical phenomena.
position it has firmly maintained, and to--day it finds its justi•
fication in the gradual growth o.f the icdea amongst aU classes, for
Spiritualism and Psychical Research ·have now become questions of
the hour.
It deals with all the .comp'lex phenomena which sur-·round ·its subof
gects and. presents a 1P.hiJos.pp:hy
'!felepathy, Hypnotism, Mediumship, and the .genera-I question of
and
frol,J) the
·world. Indee4
it can truthfully be said that each succeeding js.!lue .of c:Lighb mark,
• very definite milestone in the _progress of Psychic
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lttflcctions
HOUGHTFVL PEOPLE who try to follow
general trend of the times in which they are living.
cannot help but notice that the determinative influence
of this. the third decade of the Twentieth Century, is
a very wide and searching interest in the extension r>f
psychic and spiritual factors during the present life,
and in proofsi of survival after death.
· There ·has -been-and there still is-much specialisation in various
parts of the field, whieh occasionally takes the form of
though more strictly it is a disagreement as to origin&. The strict Rsychic Researcher. is QY no means always in agreement with the Spiritist or Spiritualist; the latter is of ten-times impatient ,wit h the .devotees of M etapsychism,; these, again, suggest that the Occultists
.wander too far afield from the domain of ascer.tained fact; the Occultists are not all in favour of the extension of the practice of A§trology, even when esoteric,· and many astrologers are opp0.sed to
tieism and .Quietism. Y at the bottom, all are _a-greed that the
of the. p.re.sent time is to heighten interest in spiritual factors, and· to
awaken mankind from the torpor of the soul which marked the
terialistic age.
It is,,quite safe to assume that none of these schools .of.
·
IJossessed of all knowledge. It is equally sure that each of them has ae'-ess to kn0rwleqge of the ver11 highest importance! which was unknewn.
1
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-or at least ignored-a century ago. The Editor of « The Seer >
believes it to b:e a part of the duty of this review to draw t:he at•
tention of its readers to others. important publications in other branches
of the field, since, assuredly, the pointing out of valuable sources of .
information transcends any material question, such as competition.
A magazine of very special merit in the domain of Spiritual H ealing and of Suruival is « Beyond » published in London, not yet a
year old, but maintaining a very high literary and spiritual standard.
Also of recent birth, and with a more popular appeal, is « Immortality and Survival », of London.
More definitely «Spiritualistic» is « Light », the great London
weekly, exceedingly measured and sane in tone, and maintaining a
quiet position of assurance in the setting forth of spirit developments,
without sensationalism. « The Two Worlds » of Manchester, England, the « H arbinger of Light » of Sydney, Australia; the «Spiritualist M onfhly» of Los Angeles, Cal. are of importance in this
field. The « Revue Spirite » of Paris is of the very highest rank,
and the articles are of solidity and moment.
In the line of Psychic Research, it is not difficult to determine the
reviews that stand out, and which should be read. Among the leaders
are «Psychic Research» of New York City, and «Psychic Science>
of London-to which, of course, must be added the Proceedings of
the several socielies for Psychical Research-the «Revue M etapsychique » of P.µris, the « Bulletin du C onseil des Recherches Meta,psychiques :de B elgiques » of Brussels, and the important Italian
«Luce e Ombra» .Among the more specialised rev.iews is the little
NDirect Voic e», very ably handled. The <Jnternational
Cazett'e » has a wide public, and gives a bird's eye view of the whole
field.
In the line of Occultism, perhaps the most intensive is «The Inner
Light » of London, known only to a few. The best kno:wn of the
older magazines is; the excellent « Occult Review », also of London,
with a very pronounced interest in the literary side of Occultism. Of
much more popular scope is the «Occult Digest », of New York City,
commanding a .wide circulation. Of a very high order of merit is «Le
Voile d'/sis » of Paris, by no means to be overlooked by the reader
who seeks for the best. Not less valuable is «Mondo Occulto» of
Naples, in which a great deal of original work is published.
The Roscrucians publish some excellent reviews. It is rare to find
a number of « Mercury » of New York City that one will not read
from cover to cover; the « Rosicrucian Digest » of San Jose, Cal.
does actually ..« cover the world >> with the setting f ortfl of
doc-
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trinea of the Ros11 Cross, and the « Rosicrucian Magazine >' of
Oceanside, Cal., perpetuates the teachings of Max Heindel and

covers many fields in a home-like way.
Rose-Croin of Clairac,
France, is more strictly given over to Alchemy and Hermetism. c Lei
Annales lnitiatiques » of Paris, a Hermetic review, though 1mall, is
of importance. Here, too, must be mentioned c Ur>, of Rome, with
sound strain of initiatory philosophy.
So far as Astrology is concerned, London lead.s the field with
:c The British Journal of Astrology> and the quarterly
while c Modern Astrology » continues the Alan Leo tradition, reprinting much of his published wor/e. There are many good astrolo·
gical journals in Germany .. notably « Sterne und Mensch » and
cZenib, and in French must be
«L'Astrosophie> published
by the lmtitut Astrologique de Carthage, publishers of « The Seer>.
In American, the. ¢/ournal of the National Astrological Association>.
and c The New York Astrologer > bids fair to gro.w. In Holland.
'. < Urania > maintains a steady and honored place.
Rather special in another line is « Psychology > of N e.w>-York
City a large and very successful illustrated magazine of general interest. For specialized religious philosophy, cBuddhism in England>_
1
and c Maha Bodhi » claim attention.
·
1
As nearly 300 different m,agazines and reviews on the
iubjects. come to this editor's desk monthly, - a large number of
them local, of course - the above list cannot in any way be
dered as more than typical, but each and every one of the reviews mentioned above has standing and authority.
It is not alui,ays realized that the subscriptfon lists of occult, psychic, astrological, hermetic, and spiritist magazines run well over the
5.000.000 mark, and this indicates an absolutely amazing growth
for far more people are interested in a movement than those · who
subscribe for its organ. A hundred years ago, an interest in such
subjects was held to be a sign of mental disease, even of « madneu > ; ·
75 years ago, it was deemed a sign of dangerous > eccentricity;
50 years ago, a sign of <t.peculiar ideas'?>; 25 years ago, public feeling
had changed and there was a certain admission that « these thinga
might be looked into >, and today - the man or Woman who knows
nothing of such subjects is regarded as an ignoramus, or at least «
long way behind the times ». It is necessary to read wisely in order.
to judge_ wisely, and in suggesting the names of certain of our contemporaries we hope to help the work onw4rd., no matter in which school
pf (houiht it m.ay tin4

a

too

A remarkable fulfilment of prediction is recorded this month, and

it is ·a cririous example of how closely astrological forecasts can come
to the exact truth, and, yet be a little aside. On page 43 of the January
number,
said : A point of some interest, during the month, is that
the Moon occults Mars on Feh. 2, Mars 'being retrograde and in the
Lion•.This is likely to be m,arked by some rash speech or act, of
national .importance, probably uttered by a leading man in Italy or
France. · On Jan. 29, three days before the· date set, Major-General
Butler, head of the United States Marine Corps, was put under arrest
for having
the folio.wing remarks concerning Mussolini: «Right
now there are several. em,bryo fell
coming up in Europe getting
themselves alt girded up and ready to jum!p on somebody.· One of
these is . Benito Mussolini. He is polishing all the brass hats in
Italy >, and he further related that a friend of his was driving with
Mussolini, when the car of the Dictator ran over a child Mussolini
would noi 'Stop to '1ee how badly the child was· hurt.: « What is one
tife 'in the•affairs i>f a State ! » Mussolini is said. to have remarked.
Italy ,regarded
Butler'$ remarks as an international insult, ·and
demanded an officiai apology, which was given. On the same day,
the Navy. Department .issued a document praising General Butler for
his diplomatic··Wol'k in China, and arrested him to please the Musso·
lini ·adherents. This was most clearly « a rash speech or act, of .international imp·ortance, uttered by a leading man :.-but in connection
with-not « in >- « Italy or France :..
On · the same page : England.--Scientific discovery of some new
1

1

war material, or .some new explosive, the secret of which will be held

by Great Britain and Germany.. On Feb. 11 it w.as announced in the
. House of Corrifnons that .English munition manufacturers had recently
shipped to Russia munitions to the cost of 45,000 pounds sterling. A
few · days later the
of War announced that its recent· experiments· with an entirely new model of anti-aircraft gun had proved
highly successful. The secret is being. rigidly guarded.
On page 92 of the February ·issue: United States.-The question
.giving liberty t-o the -0utlying possession of the country is likely to
becoll(e. . a burning. issue. -Toward the end of January an insurrection

bro/ee ·out ·in ·rthe Philippines, and the town of Tayug. in Central
.than a -hundred .mEles from the capital, Manila-was
rHalf a- dozen other centres of trouble appeared in February,
and another
break occured on Feb. 22. The purpose of the revo1
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lution is two-fold: indepe;: Jenee from United States authority, anll
independence from Ror.,.c.:1 Catholic Church authority.

On the same page:
States..-The month promiscg to be a
troubled one. The IJliaP shows a good deal of exposure of corruption
and graft, reaching into the highest places. The present « Veterans'
Bonus » drive, asking for three and a half billions of dollars, is attack·
ed by Secretary of the Treasury Mellon and by every financier in
the United States as a political .graft measure, and the names of fifty
Senators and C
are openly quoted as .profiting heavily by
it. If is universally believed that, if Congress passes what the Joumal
of Commerce calls the « bonus grab ,, it ·will increase American
taxation and aggravate the business depression.

On the same page: Jugoslavia.-The peace · of negotiations is
likely to be interrupted by frontier difficulties or skirmishes. - On
Feb. 11, there was an exchange of firing on the .Bulgarian frontier,
'and three peasants were killed. The matter has been submitted to
arbitration.
On the same page: Spain.-A favourable rrtonth. .. to heighten
Spain's prestige in the world ... . ppssibly the establishment of a democratic constitution. On f eb. 17, the very day of the lunation, fM

King summoned M. Sanchez Guerra to form a Cabinet,, with the
understanding that it should be strongly democratic, with a tendency
to the «Left». The absolute failure of Guerra to do so indicated
the strength of the monarchical Pfl..rty, and, on Feb. 19, a Concen·
lration Cabinet was formed on a roy{llist basis, under Admiral Aznar, with the intention of calling the
to reform the constitution
of 1876 in such wise as t'o conform uJi.th the spirit of modern times,
This is definitely the proposal and,-the · work of the King and has
enormously increased his personal .pr.estige-.

If you feel E:.e o1aming someone, say nothing, but remember what
you intended to say : it will J!Ot be long.before you will find an opportunity to apply the Words to.yourself. ·
Work, even good work, is often ..a terrible tempter, first it causes
the worker to think that he m,ust accomplish everything him.self, and
then·to think that' he can do it. Thus, higher help is forgotten.

-
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JU!! ·a!ompnnion
MALCOLM -SCHLOSS

My

Most intimate companion
Is One I've never seen,
But He has been where I have been
Wherever I have been.
He thinks my thoughts, He speaks mi}' words,
Performs my acts unseen,
·For He has been what I have been
Whatever I have been.

THE

KEV

·« Wind-Wise,
Star-wise,
Silent-wise,
Sound-wise,
How are you
So wondrous wise,
As wise as these
To
>
·«Wind-lore,
Star-lore,
Silent-lore,
Sound-loreEvery lore
That ever was,
Or is,
Or still shall beDwells within the pure heart,
The kind heart, ·the loving heartLook within your own heartThere lies the key.:>
Malcolm SCHLOSS.
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NOTE. - By reason of repeated requests from readers, these analyses of
favourable dates have been classified. They are genera4 of course; the dates
especially favourable to each person must be calculated from his or her
horoscope.
For indications prior to March 21, see the February issue of « The Seer ».
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OR GENERAL PURPOSES. - Favourable Days and Hours. According to Solar, Lunar and planetary aspects, the mos favourable days wiU be : Mar. 22nd . all clay ; 24th. midday; 25th.
afternoon ; 26tb. all clay; 29th. <tf t.{)r; 30 th. midday; Apr. 1st.,
after; 7th. morn; 8th. after and even; 11th. morn; 12th. all day;
14th. all day; 15tL. all clay; 16th. morn. and after; 10th. all day;

20th. morn.
Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Mar. 24 th. even; 27th. morn; and even;
28th. all clay ; 30th. even; Apr. 2nd. after and e1·en; 3rc1. all clay; 6th. after;
9th. all day; 10th. all day; 11th. after ; 13tb. all day ; 16th. even; 17th. after;
18th. even; 20th. even.

ENGAGEMENT AND MARRIAGE. - Favourable Days and Hours for
matters pertaining to affairs of the heart. - Best day of thie month for a.
man.- AnriI 11. Best u.ays of the month for a woman. - April 16. Other
good days : Mar. 20, even; 24th. morn.; 25th . midd ay ; 26th. morn.; April 1,
even; 8th. even ; 14th. morn; 16th. morn .
.Unfavourable Days and Hours. - Worst Day of the Month for a m.a.n. Mar. 30. Wor<:t day for 3' woman. - April 4. Other bad days : Mar. 23rd.
after; 3'.}th .. even; Apr . 3 (very bad) ; 6th. all clay; 18th; 18th. morn.
BUSINESS AND FINANCE. - Favourable Days and Roura. - Best Day
for Finance. - April 11th. (not a good month on the who-le). Best Day for
Steady Business. - Apr. 20th. Best Day for New Venture or Speculation. Apr. 6th. Other good days : Mar. 24th. morn; Apr. 8th. even; Apr. 14th.
all day.
Unfavourable Days and Hours - Worst Day for Finance. - Mar. 24th.
and April 2nd. Worst Day for Steady Btlsiness. - Mar. 30th. Worst Day
for New Venture or Speculation. - Anril 3rd. Other bad days.- Mar. 28th.
after; 13th. all day; 17th after.
VOYAGES AND LONG TRAVEL. - Favourable Days and Hours. Best Day
start : Apr. 5th. Other good days : Mar. 22nd.; Apr. 6th. 11th.
Unfavourable Days and Hours - Worst day to start : Apr. 3rd. Other
bad days : Mar. 23rd.; 25th.; Apr. 9th.
SURGICAL OPERATIONS. - Arrange, if possible, between Mar. 20 and
Apr. 1, or Apr. 18-21. Favourable Days and Hours. - Mar. 26 early morn;
Apr. 20.
Avoid, if possible, between Apr. 2-17 inclusive. Unfavourable Days and
Hours. - Apr. 2, all clay; 13th. aH day.

t&,5 - .

f9oro.ecopc of
KING CAROL II OF ROUMANIA
(Sevel'al horoscopes have been published, ilhowing different birth-ho:im1. We
publish this on the authority of an officier under the Roumanian crown,
who has made special reseal'Ches to d·etermi•e the absolute accuracy ef tlie
hour given).
In these two horoscopes, the Natal and the Progressed, the most st1iltit1i
facto'.t· is that which emphasizes the importance of the ang'lea of a horosQ,Ope
in a· Progressed Map and especially the importance of the Mid-Heaven. conBidered as directorial point11 to the radical zays. It is highly important te
note lbat the Progressed Mid-Heaven was in exact trine to the Radimtl Sun
the time that the King of Roumap.ia returned to his country to re-assume
the throne. As the Mid-Hdaven is the point of achievement, as the trine is
the most fortimate aspect, and as the Sun is the symbol of kingly authority,
of Sec.this clean-cut indication is a striking confirmation .of the
ondary Directions from angles in a Progressed Horoscope. At about the
same time, the Asce!Jlant was in the. aspect of semi-sextile (lightly favourable) to the Sun, so that both the main angles are acting in favour .o f t1ie
royal !l.mbition. Indeed, they had been so for some little time before.
We have already-noted that -the Mid-Heaven plays an important part in
the gTeat events of a man's life, and here, again, the Wemyss degrees aTe
found to .be ,of service. The degree on the Mid-lieaven during th!'l crucial
year of 1930, when King Carol resumed the throne which he had resigned i•
1926, was between Gemini 22° and Gemini 23°, in other words was passiirg
from the degree of « Guessing » to that of « Faith », and, in e:ffect, the inqecisiim of 1929 passed away in 1930, when King Carol's « faith » in his sta,r bid him take an aeroplane to his country and resume the throne in a startlin1
coup d'etat. The degTee of « I magination » was on the Ascendant of the
Progressed Horoscope for the same year. Thus, considered both f1·om the
point of view of aspects, and that of the W emyss degrees, the two angiles of
the horoscope acted with precision aboi.lt the time of that dl'am!"atic afrvoyage to Bueharest.
Carol II, in earlier years, was dubbed cThe Play-boy of Eastern Europe•,
than gay, mol'I
but, strange as it may seem, his horoscope is more
intellectual than romantic. Certainly the conjunction of Mercury and Uran.µs
·is Scorpio was just exactly the sort of thing to cause all his love affairs to
leap into sensationalism; moreover, Neptune, the planet of sex, in the
ab1e and .iournalistic sign of Gemini, would aclcl another factor of publicit:r
to royaA marriages and liaisons. Yet the strength of Libra shows pal.ance and
by CarQl p:
and this justifies the sane economic m1>11sures
dunng the autumn of 1930. He may not yet have made himself popuJa.r, but
he ha,s convinced the international banking world that the· m·o narehy i!I a
strong orie, and this is indicated by the very strong House of Finance sl!til!J:J
in the Progressed Chart. It is not a « lucky » House, but shows sn11prisiq
vigor. There is, unfortunately, a series of unfavour'.l'ble indications f.or Sert··
Oct. of the presel'.lt year, the ProgTessed Venus making a
to the ,adjea.1
Saturn, an!! the Progressecl Moon maRing an opposition to the 1'aidica1 Venµ!\,
a11d these may raise anew some personal di!ftculties around the King, wit\ ·
this e:xeeption, but the nativity is full of promise, au.d ltolltt\ania gla-&u'ti
pnisper wnd4tt
role.
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HE rush of civilization is tuning up the nervous system of
IQan, at any rate within the towns, so as to make the con·
sideration of the health of the future generations a serious
matter. Many systems of living have been proposed, first by
one extremist and then another, and although each usually has some
merit, not one goes to the root cause of the trouble, or offers more
than a partial solution of the real problem.
Sooner or later, the world will have to realize that man m,ust put his
spiritual progress first; this being in order, according to his place in
evolution, the physical conditions will follow. To try only to adjust
the unbalanced physical side, is but patching up a worn-out garment.
instead of designing a new one to fit a growing humanity.
Occult Astrology has always held the Keys to the higher truths.and
to the degree that this is restored to be a working proposition of value,
to be recognized as a spiritual law of life, so much of the strain will
disappear. The average man even ignores the magnetic cycle of the
24 hours, and is physically active at the hours when he should be
rn,entally or spjritually active, and so forth. Likewise, in the solar
. .year he is inclined to igriore these magnetic and spiritual concordancea
also, often from mere ignorance of «times and seasons».
In the West, it is mainly in the deeper traditions of the Christian
Church that we find traces of this mystic cycle and its use. I am
doubtful if any of the modem Church-fathers would give to Occult
Astrology the credit of holding the key to the practices of church
ritual during the past centuries. The library of the Vatican, however. '
contains m!any volumes which are the records of the researches of
priests interested in Astrology. The Church uses their findings, but
does not admit the source.
The solar year, as traced in its path through the signs of the
Zodiac, contains a history of the whole evolution of man on his
outward path into matter and his return home, but it is not the histozy,
9f !his
I propqse to
:w!!h tod_ay! t>_u! .:ather
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opportumt1es for spiritual development which ·are offered by th.
cycle of each year a11 it comes round; it is
that we find that th•

.

,

· · \ :.-· 1(.--..; • •

-'I

c&cipline,

laid down by the old fathers, :was founded on the solar

tt.nd pl!lnetary vibrations.
All
im\pulses

their

cycle

is

why
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li,ea ()f all the solar heros and saints have events in common, the solar
Ytiar
the expression of all spiritual
We start our cycle of the life impulse at the spring equinox, the
coming forth in Aries, pushing into active physical manifestation: the
life wave surging outward through the various kingdoms of nature
uader
Solstice, when a further downpouring of power

occurs, and, in one sense m;an, as distinct from the other kingdom1,
coll\'CS into his own. When Sagittarius is reached, the reversal of the
aolar current becomes imminent at the winter solstice.
We must consider the symbolism. of the sign Sagittarius to find
rhe key to this particular phase. In
older representations he is
ahown as a Centaur shooting backward& over his shoulder, suggesting
a
of mental direction, and during the period before the solabee, there is the struggle between the spiritual and the material_, for
in this sense Capricorn stands for the Great De" :l or the Sea-Goat.

the

l'be natural

are atill preetiaa outwaNl into maaifeatatioa,
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the God Pan of the Greeks. The time ha6 come for the Cod-Man (q
be born in the ..,Cave>, to issue from the rock itself, as is reported' ol
the God Mitbras.
This struggle is typified in' the 3 days after the winter aol1tkie
when the Sun «stands still» before moving north:warcl and· that i9
"'·

o\ EAS TE. R . •
.So&.. Alt. F UU:.
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why Christmas Day or the birth of the Divine Child is not celebrat..I
on the 22nd.
On the rock of Capricorn, or out of the rock, is founded
bUilding of the Church or the spiritual individual.in the yearly Solar cycJe,
The square is sometimes given as a symbol of Capricorn, and it is
haps this spiritual cycle which is refered to in the Christian scriptutc5, «Upon this rock will l build IDLY church » - again, a white
was
given ai prize for endurace in the Greek races and this may also refet
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to this struggle, for a white agate is considered as belonging to
Capricorn.
The three signs Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces stand apart
from the others in a spiritual sense, for they are a time of altered
m:agnetic currents, that of regeneration, the preparation for the Easter
festival; varying with the level of consciousness at which it occurs.
The intensified period of preparation is the sign Pisces, but th,e
last decanate of Aquarius is included in Lent, when the latter exactly
coincides with the zodiac cycle. This Libra decanate of Aquarius.
preceding the Pisces period of
and repentance, sug·
gests the attempt at mental balance, a seeking of the way home by
means of the threa·d of Ariadne so that the neophyte can recognise
true wisdom and is no longer deceived by its shadow. The symbol of
Aquarius is presented sometimes as two serpents, one white and one
black, the latter being the reflection. So we come to the first decanate
of Pisces, w:hen an
should be made by the neophyte, who is
working with the Cosmic powers, to lure his emotions upward, by
self purification. The First of these exercises of the body is that of
fasting, so that he forms in the finer matter of the emotional plane
the cup or Holy Grail.
This forms outside the physical body symbolically represented in
diagram 1. (The ordinary symbol of Pisces is the two fishes swim·
ming reversed ways but bound by the cord of Fate) . The diagram
shows that this process would polarise the dual elements to make an
effective vehicle for the spiritual force later.
'
The Cancer decanate brings a further development, a filling of
the cup, either with a cone shaped body of mental matter, as set forth
by one writer, hut more probably by the water of Maya, correspond·
ing to the mother principle. It .may be correct in one sense to consider
this decanate as giving something of the offering of the mind because
Mercury is in its fall in 15 ° Pisces and must be raised through the
:waters to become the
of mind.
I have shown this decanate symbolically as the two curled serpents
of Cancer united and forming the cone, within the Pisces cup.
The third decanate brings the Scorpio element - heat. One writer
again shows the fire descending from above, but this is not in harmoby with astrological knowledge, it is rather the dedication of the
serpent fire, the transmutation of this creative force, asc.en·
aing up the spine, passing out through the head Chakra, mixing with
J:he COJttents of the qup.
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Another interesting symbolical point in this decanate is the exaltati.on of Ven us in 2 7 ° Pisces allowing three days before the end of
Pisces for the transmutation, and, taking Venus as the higher mind,
we have creative love born from the Waters of tribulation. This,
symbolically, is the unleavened bread of the passover, and the transmutation of the lower side of the Scorpion into the Eagle at Easter
I» Or,
may be referred to in the text «Oh, Death where is thy
again, one may think of the symbol of the Phcenix destroyed by the
solar fire, to rise regenerated. The three days before Easter are the
period of «proving» for the bread, it becomes the Bread of Life and
the water is changed into wine, when the Divine fire from above
joins the fire within.
The symibol of the Dove brooding over the Holy Grail seems to
be a pictorial symbol of what actually does occur at this period of
the solar cycle and which the Church employs as a means of securing
the cooperation of Man.
The third diagram will explain itself. ThP, study of this current
makes it obvious that the Pisces period is the •right time to fast, and
the chosen moment to make a new spiritual effort by the sacrifice of
material things. This was understood by the old Fathers and hence
the strict regulations for fa sting in Lent even although the people did
not realize what they were doing.
Marriage also was forbidden during Lent and this will be readily
understood, For those who were trying to use the solar current, marriage would be a dangerous reversal of the forces at this time. It will
be remembered also that Pisces is one of the two signs in which the
native can undertake the celibate life without much difficulty, mystic
union being always within the possibility of this type.
The true culmination of this period is the full moon following the
spring equinox ·- though it very rarely happens that this coincides
with Easter Sunday. A year which should produce this ecclesiastical
and astrological concordance would mark a special opportunity of
using these Solar cmrrents. Lent and E·aster, rightly and deeply celebrated by ancient ecclesiastical usage, find, at bottom the clue to the
their mystic mysteries in a profounder knowledge of Occult Astrology.

in speech is like unto acid in milk; it sours all that the
mind contains.
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HERE is no need to set forth the multiple reasons why a
world-centre for the Archives of Astrology is required; the
demand is ua:.gent, and has been a question of discussion these
many years. There may be a query as to whether Carthage,
ie, .indeed, a central point, and whether such Archives might not be
more conveniently housed in some European capital. but this is to
be balanced by the fact that an organization of recognized standing,
publishing important reviews in two languages and preparing for
publications in other tongues as well, is in specially good position to
handle the work. There is, also, a very great advantage in the establishment of a research centre on a large and well-chosen site, be-side
the sea in an excellent climate, and where the facilities for research
workers may develop little by little, as further buildings are added.
The question has been raised whether, in the filing of horoscope
charts, all the maps shoul'Cl be made to conform, to one pattern. Incontestably, this would be an advantage, yet the writer feels that it would
be the height of presumption for any individual astrologer. or any
individual lnstituJe, ti undertake to lay down the law as to what is
b.est in chart forms.
are at least twenty recognized styles in existenee, though all
belong to one of three categories : Fixed House charts, Fixed Sign
charts., or .Movable Cusp charts. in which latter the twelve-fold diof the
is irregular. If, for just reason, the devotees of
each of these forms of chart desire to retain the form to which they
are accustomed. it would at least be an advantage if the twenty styles
reduced t9 to the three type-forms and that one or other of
three should be universally employed. Yet it is always essential . to
deal with what exists, and to do wharis most helpful at the moment.
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Every effort should be made to avoid Utopian and complex requiremen1s, in order to be of immediate service to the greatest number.
The International Astrological Archives Association, therefore,
has commenced 'its work of filing horoscopes sent in by members of
dre Association, and by astrologers, without any regard to the form
of. horoscope chart used. Cross-indexing and cross-references serve
to indica:te the salient features of these charts, and this cross-indexing
wiU be pursued to further detail in- the degree and along the line that
the development of research work shows to he necessary.
As an initial matter of routine, and entirely aside from the scientific
classification properly socalled, card-indexing will show the name of
the merdber sending in the horoscope, and the name (or initials) of
the native of the horoscope--if given. Thus the Astrological Archives·
will act as a central holding station for all horoscopes, and if a copy
of a:· chart has been sent in, a:nd, for any reason, either the astrologer
his horoscope, he can have a copy of:
or the native has lost or
the chart made and sent to him, for the mere fee of copying. This is
an· important feature. It ;happens, also, that even astrologers prove
mortal, and die, and
their collections are scattered. It
ahould become a universal custom for a copy of every horoscope cast
to lhe sent to· the Astrological Archives, just as, in every country, a
c0py of every published work is sent to the central state library of .
that c-ountry.
A system has been established permitting of imimediate reference
to aU horoscopes, along many different lines, the system itself being
10 devised that it is capable of wide extension without derangement
of the fundamental bases. At whatever point this cross-reference
touches on interpretation, the latter is confined rigorously to the inforfile and to keep all records, but not to intrude his personal opinions
ni,ation sent in with the horoscope, for it is the duty of an archivist to .
therein. For the same reason that all form.s of charts are accepted, so , /
also reading in all European languages are accepted, though it may
research if, as far as possible, these are confined to
French, German and Italian.
The Director of the Association desires that it be clearly undcrstoocl tHat the classification will be on a rigid scientific basis.
mt» questions deal with interpretation.and do not enter here in.Archivist and statistical work cannot be and must not be intruded upon hYi
any personal bias; interpretation (insofar as this may be necessalYJ
ror purposes of classification) will be treated as a basis for dassifipurely. H
othcl'. SY.5teJJ1 9f
othc}'. P,aq
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P.Jacidian (in general use) has heen employed, it is desirable that the
astrologer sending the chart in question to the Archives should specify
whether the Campanus, Regiomontanus or other system of domification has been used.
There are National Astrological Associations in almosl every
country of the world, .at the present time, and International Astro•
logical Congresses become yearly of increasing importance. It is
highly desirable that a concensus of opinion on a complete and detailed horoscopic classification should 'be obtained in each · of the
National Astrological Congresses, and that delegates be sent to the
following International Astrological Congress to present the views of
their National A ssociations, thus to secure a symposium! of the views
of authoritative astrologers, the world over, in order to arrive at worid
agreement in ·scientific essentials. The writer refers to a work such aa
that of the geological classification of stratigraphy, adopted, after
some years of debate, by the Geological Associations of the World.
For the basic elements of horoscopic classification there must be
sirnjplicity, together with elasticity; there must be sufficient conformity to permit of the establishment of comparisons, without absolute
uniformity; there must be the utmost large-Id,indedness of view, maintaining the most rigorous impartiality to all schools of thought, the
while maintaining a scientific and intellectual standard; and there
must be
availability of every horoscope filed, as well aa
adaptability to the purposes of research. These. are the principles
which have been adopted by The International Astrological Archives Association, and such is the basis of the system of classification
now in use. Its extension, with nicety of detail, is provided for, and it
is confidently believed that the m,ethod will prove practical and
complete.
r. . .
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How much easier it is to see the w:eeds in another rn\an's field than
in your ow:n I
No man can ever really be poor. At his birth he received two gifts:
waking-time and sleeping-time. No master, however powerful, can
rob him of both.
Who can make muddy watter clear? Yet let it be still, and it

will
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HE well-known Swedish Author, Count Birger Marner, .
who passed away recently. once related to m,e a remarkable
psychic experience, which he had had a few years previously. He had been cycling for several hours on a hot
eummer day and was very thirsty. At a bend of the road he perceiv·
ed a lonely little peasant cottage, embedded in a small garden. He
dismounted and opened the gate, intending to ask the o:wner for a
little water or milk. Before knocking at the door, he peeped into the
living·room through the window and beheld with horror an olcl
woman hanging from a beam) in the ceiling.
:With a cry of dismay he burst into the room... and :was aghast to
find the old wom!an standing in front of the fire stirring her porridge.
She scowled at him angrily and muttered:
.
: < This is a nice way for a stranger to enter a house I >
He stammered an apology and, as explanations were impossible,
withdre:w hastily without attempting to quench his thirst.
He remounted his cycle and pondered for hours on the
occurrence. A few days later, he again passed the lonely cottage
and decided to investigate the matter, thinking that some special
configuration of the windowpanes had produced an optical illusion.
Very cautiously he approached the window and was surprised to
behold once m:ore exactly the Salll:e sight ! There was the old
apparently hanging from a beam in the ceiling t
He stared and stared and then slowly approached the door
started knocking... No reply. After a long pause, he cautiously
ened the door-and perceived that this time the vision was conform
to fact I
The old wol$n had committed suicide.
Th;s incident made on him a deep impression for no possible ex• .
pf,nation
fin<:I ro()gi :w.i!hin
phi•
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lo•ophy.When my friend told me the story.I pointed out that probably
the old woman had been contemplating her terrible deed when he
passed her door for the first time; the intensity of her will had presumably projected an exteriorised thoughtuform sufficiently vivid to
become
to . his '"mind, which owing the hea.t and.
was at that moment in a negative and receptive condition.
Often I have had premonitory visions inyself.
Two years before
war, I s_aw envisioned a band of German
soldiers looting
Castle in Belgiuffir The impression was so intense
that I decided to remove all my valuable effects from that country.
It) 19) I bought a house in London and informed many friends of
rei;lson for this decision. I gave a party there in June 1914;
eral people
me, saying.
.
< W
Pri_ncess, when is the famous ,war coming off?
l uumnu.-ed :
·
.« J4s,t wait. i;l l,ittle »...
- My son, who attaches no importance to premonitory visions, w:aa_
an.noyed1 because I had
from Belgium certain v:al.uable
soods, which were liis property. In
1914 he transparted his
guns, his library and a collection of antiques back to the Castle, V.tf'F
m\lch against lniY advice. Everything was lost I The war broke out
an.cl the Castle, was looted two w:eeks before the Armistice by the.
demoralised .troops of the Kronprinz.

ln 1926 I was living at St
(England) on the sea-frol)t.
I woke one mo1:njng with the clear perception that I was meant to

leave that place, as severe inundations were likely to devastate the
South of England. I had a vision of a white house on the summit 'of
a steep hili and Knew that this house :was destined to be my future

home.

Three months later I came for the first timte to Locarno .. The daY:
after my arrival. 1' went for a walk and stopi:ied spell#bound on
recognizing, in front of me, the house I had seen in my dr:eams. I
rang the bell and found that it was already let I Undaunted, l asked
to see the proprietor; I made a
off er for the villa· immediateJy it would again become vacant. A couple o.f daY.s- later a
lease :was signed and a deposit paid. It is obvious that I' would nothave taken the instaneous decision of leaving England,
I
had lived over 20 years, in order to settle permanently in a locality
I did not know one human soul, unless I had had a· deep
I gbeyeg t_he
pf I<;..arma.
. _: ... ', .
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OTTO VON BRESSENSDORFF (1)
(The follo"'lns 181 but on111 11ho1•t chapter from a book ot quite unu·
•ual luterel!ld and value, a fuller appreclaf,lon of ....vhlch ....viii be
fo•nd later In the pre111ent number. among the Book Revle....,,.11).

I

N THE investigation of the five-rayed emanation of Force,
account
be taken of the Pythagorean bodies. These may
be taken as the final form, of force in the Cosmos. The emana·
tion of Force may be taken as passing from the Infinitely Great
through multiplicity and passing through the enumerations 12. 1O, 9
Five-Fold Stage, which is the last stage
and 7 to the Quinary or
prior to the movement toward the opposing infinite - the Infinitely
On the other
Small - known, sometimes, as « the mathetic point
hand, form - viewed as an effect - rises from the Infinitely Small
through Polarity and Four-Dimensional Stress to the twelve-fold
stage, thence to the manifold and so on to the Infinitely Great, symbolised by the circle without measure and limit. The first is
lized by the descending triangle, the latter by the ascending triangle,
or the triangle with its apex uppermost. In the union of these two
triangles, forming Solomon's seal, lies the secret of Life.
The five-fold stage or the Quinary (important both as pentatcle
and pentagon) is the last measurable emanation of Force, since the
numeration of 3, or the Trinity manifests itself as a focus of thinking,
as a means of Consciousness. By reason of this, there are only Five
Pythagorean bodies, and that this limitation is necessary in: itself can
be shown by · the simplest mathematics. However, I will not stop to
indicate the .arithmetical reasons, at this point, since they can 9e
deduced from any text-'book, but will endeavour to reveal the spiri·
tual relationships of these Bodies.

'(l) (From cZahl und Kosmos», by Otto von Bressensclor:l'f, publishers :
Dom-Verlag M. Seitz et Co., Augsburg, Germany, in boards 3 marks 40,

efot'h-boi:rnd, 4 marks).
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J'he Sphere is not a Pythagorean Body. It is not a form. to be
regarded as limited or imperfect, but is a perfection in itself.
The Circle is the sym;bol of the .spirit. All material relations are
founded upon it. From the Circle may be derived all angles and all
measures. When the circle takes upon itself the characters of Space,
. it becomes the Sphere.
.
The Dodecahedron (12 planes, 20 edges, and 30 angles) is the
symbol of the world, viewed as a-whole yet with the limitations of
Space, as shown in the 12 signs of the Zodiac, and the time limitations of the 12 hours of the day and the 12 months of the year.
The twelve planes of the pentagonal dodecahedron form five principal angles, thus setting forth the five-fold emanation of Force in
the Cosmos. If diagonals be drawn to each of the five angles, an
equal number of
will be formed, symbolizing the five
exterior and interior senses. This dodecahedron is a twelve-fold
pentagram, a twelve-fold man, a Purusha, an Adam-Kadmon-to
employ Oriental and Kabbalistic terminology. Since, out of the
Adam·Kadmon, humanity ha:s developed, so the remaining four
fund·amental elements develop from: the Akashic Force, causing us
to realize that the dodecahedron can best be taken as a symbol of
the ether.
. Thereafter follow the three elements : Fire, Air and Water, and
these, esoterically, indicate the superiority of the spiritual over the
material. It is for this reason that, in the form limitation imposed
upon them, they are inscribed as triangles.
The Element of Fire presents itself as a Tetrahedron, (4 planes).
Its form is that of the Pyramid, the symbol of the Creative Spirit
and of the creative power of Nature. Whether or no the word « Pyramid » is to be related etymologically to the Greek word « pur >
or , « pyr- » (Fire) , yet, when gazing at a blazing wood-pile, many
will recognize the relation of form between the flame, the phallus
and the pyramid. In all three the virile spiritual principle manifests
itself. Thus it is no phantasy when Kepler in his « Mystery of the
VI orlds » aligns the Five Pythagorean Bodies to the fi'7e planets
and assigns the i etrahedron to fiery Mars.
Two pyramiids, in contact with each other on their square surfaces
'form an Octahedron (8 planes, 6 edges, and 12 angles). The rela"lonship which this bears to the Element of Air is evidenced by the
form. The increase in size from the upperm,bst point towards
the surface of thf? Earth; the decreasing volume of the lower half
the decreasing gas-content in the Earth itself in descendina
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from the surface to the centre. Kepler calls the Octahedron « the

body of. Mercury

», and it is notable that this planet rules Gemini
one of the signs of Air.
·
To the E:Iement of Water finally may be assigned the geometrid1l
Icosahedron, a figure bounded by 20 equilateral triangles (usually
taking the form of a combination of the Pentagonal Dodecahedron
and Octahedron in crystallography) and which represents a wate·r;
drop under compression. This near-spherical form of the water-drop
serves to show the adaptation of the Element to the Pythagorean
Body of the Icosahedron, and it may be shown that the sphereforni is unfitted since spheres, even if they do not always repel each
other cannot be in such contiguity as a twenty-plane figure. A multiple-plane figure, which would most closely approach the sphere
and which touches its neighbor at one plane only, but with an entire
plane, serves as does the Icosahedron. Hence the mystics of the
Middle Ages assigned the Icosahedron to Ven us as the Water
planet, Venus being exalted in Pisces, one of the Watery signs.

The Hexahedron or Cube is bounded by six planes, and corresthe Cube is
ponds to the Element of E,arth. According to
the symbol of Saturn, and thus sets forth why the latter planet is
always taken as unyielding, solitary and rigid (its rectangular form
fitting it to the unalterable laws of the existing order of Nature),
and as such also the planet of thought. The cube is the most firmly
posed of all bodies. Its space relations to the outside world
give it guardians to the right and left, to the front and behind,
above and below. Its planes are not triangles with spiritual angles,
for angles of 60° refer more readily to material conditions. Thus is
the Cube assigned to the Four-Dimensional phase of existence, and
to perfect evolution. The spiritual lies hidden in it, as in the world
of the senses. Salt crystallizes in cubes and inter-penetrates Water,
the material entering the Spiritual nearest to Earth. Therefore was
it that the alchemists, both in a real and in a symbolic sense, elevated salt to be one of the three foundation pillars of Life, the three
being: Salt, .Sulphur and Mercury.
Since it was with the formation of the Element of Earth, that is
say with the acquisition of firmness and solidity that the
ward culmination of the spiritual was attained, it is easy to see why
the cube was chosen as the symbol of the mystery of Creation. The
Cube has 6 planes, and 6 days served for the achievement of the
evolutionary work as set forth in the Book of Genesis.

to

The seventh day, the Sabbath,

day of rest, corresponds to the

•, ·.·
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central point ef geometrical repose, the geometrical central point of
the Hexahedron. By the diagonals, leading theretp,
whole body
'is divided into 6 pyram1ids, which, for their part, are in relation·ta the
S Elements (ether included), and it is from the Cube that the most
essential parts of the other Pythagorean Bodies can be developed.
Four of these Elements have their origin in the Ether, as do the four
triangles in a square, by means of diagonals drawn to each angle of
also ·as
the .four bases. Thus the F:our Divisions of Life,
the Four-Dimensional Plane of Nature,. and which is founded on
the Polarity of the exterior world ( 1) lie hidden in symbolisr:n in
the Four Sides of a Square and can be derived from both dimensions
of this plane.
The Cube is the square expressed also with height, for it is threedimensional. In it lies the union of the three-fold and the four-fold.
and therefore its value however great, is limited. In the Apocalypse
(Rev. xxi, 16) the. prophet sees the New Jerusalem as a square,
and the walls as « high » giving the effect of a cube, it being remembered that the cube is that body from which the unfolding develops a Cross. In a spiritual sense, the Cross is the unpurified, physical body, the sinning Adam; the Cube forming itself upon it is
the purified spiritual body, the Redeeming Christ.
This Cube of the New Jerusalem: (the Spiritual Jerusalem) is
composed from 12 bodies, also spiritual in themselves, each of which
has 6 planes. In this number-6-is also hidden the Seal of Solothe importance of which has already been mentioned. The 12
bodies correspond with the 12 signs of the zodiac, the 12 apostles,
and the 12 tribes of Israel. Insofar as they are conceived of as jewels
of the gates of the New Jerusalem, or as the gems of the breastplate
of Aaron, they symbolise the series of stadia in the development of
humanity, and the corresponding virtues. They are also the twelve
foundation pillars of the true invisible Church (taking the latter word
in its Cosmic sense) . If these 12 bodies be multiplied by their 6
:planes, the result gives 72, the threefold day of 24 hours, etc. and
the mystic number 72, to the explanation of which a special chapter
has been given elsewhere. (This is a reference to an earlier part of
the book from which this passage is taken. ED.) Thus may the true
system of occult philosophy be derived from: the Pythagorean bodies
and they may serve as a means to awaken a deeper
'Understanding of mlystic truth.
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AVING set forth in previous articles the evidence that
rqost o?jects and
more than one
and
that Life has a wider range m Matter than had previously
. been suspected, the question now arises in what manner
these bodies are formed. It is clear that, if we are to speak of the socalled «Invisible Entities», possessing bodies in spite of their invisibility, we must have some understanding of the general formation of
bodies.
It would take the reader a little too far into the higher levels of
occultism to deal with the formation of the Cosmos and of the Uni- .
verse, the various gyratory forces, the voyagings along the rays, the
of the Centre, and the variations of many-sided atoms. All
this is a valuable line of siudy, but lies outside the direct limit of this
series of articles. We must content ·ourself with a few Wide
ments.
Both Oriental and Occidental· occultism: teach that Matter is a
manifestation or an exteriorisation of Spirit. This point is to be emIf, then, Matter is a manifestation of Spirit, it is evident
that Spirit was anterior to Matter.
The second step is equally clear. If Matter is a manifestation of
Spirit, then a body-no matter of what degree of Matter formedmust be a resultant of Spirit. In other words, it is the body which is
around the spirit, and not the spirit which is the outcome of
the physical forces of the body.
The third step shows us that Life is a force pertaining rather to ·the
spiritual realm than to the material. It is Life, then, which has pi oduced Life. The m;aterialist fanatics, dreaming of constructing a
living being out of matter by injecting life, an'd who have tried to
construet a homunculus, first, and to vivify it afterwards, have been
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working exactly backwards. It is not the fission of the cell which pro·
duces Life, but Life which produces the fission of the cell.
It may seem unnecessary to labour this point, yet it is well to un·
derstand it clearly. It requires a living mother and a living father to
produce a living baby. When, therefore, Heredity is given as a cause
for factors which may appear later in the child, it must not be forgotten that Heredity is not an academic dry-as-dust biological formula, but merely a statement of the twinning of two sets of life forces
to a common end. The Life, and the Spirit, both of father and mbth·
er, antedated the fecundation of the ovum, and that ovum. before
Spirit. Heredity, then,
its first fission, possessed Life and
does not explain Life and Character, but Life and Character explain
Heredity.
The same point may be made as to Environm'Cnt. It is as erroneous
to assume Environment to be a force excluded from life and Spirit,
as to suppose Heredity to be such. Environment is merely a complex
of spiritual forces, either of high type or of low: type, and these spi·
ritual forces act upon the life and spirit of all beings with whom they
come in contact.
To say, then, that a child such-and-such because of Heredity,
is merely to give a secondary origin, for the primiary origin of Hered·
ity itself is Life and Spirit; to say that a child is the product of En·
vironment is no less a merely secondary explanation, since Environ·
ment is a complex of Life and Spirit. _
Occultism, then, when it declares that matter is formed by spirit.
and that bodies are the manifestations of spiritual forces, is in no way
opposing the verities of science, but is merely taking the source one
step further back.
Treating the question from ·the Occult standpoint, but in the most
rapid manner, we may commence with the Initial and Primal Force.
which we miay call the Hrst Cause. This First Cause holds Force,
Life, Spirit as its principal attributes. It is the One. But any mani•
festation of the One separates something from the One, and this gives
rises to the Self and the Not-Self, or to Duality. At this point Cos-mica! and Universal studies diverge, and Esoteric Cosmology takes
the centre of the field, We cannot treat this, here, but merely draw
the reader's attention to the fact that Occult Astrology ;s one of the
important branches of Esoteric Cosniology, itself a study belonging
to the higher planes.
Since we are dealing with bodies, and especially with bodies in
terrestrial sphere, let us follow, simply, the liM down. J'he nrat ma·
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nifestation from the One is the issuance of the Divine Spark. But, the
instant that there is separation, whether great or small, thP.re must be
a place and a period where and when this separation can occur. Time
and Space have come into relationship. It may be said that they have
come into existence, for the conditionment of the One is Eternity,
while the conditionment of the Two requires Time and Space. It ia
inexact to say that Time and Space do not exist; they possess a relative existence, and to every being appertaining to that relative existence the existence of Time and Space is absolute; it is only to the
Absolute that their existence is relative.
There is, now, the One, which is the Primal Cause, the Supreme
Unity, the Absolute Divine, conditioned in 8ternity; and there is
the Not-One, the separated Not-Divine wh.ich is Chaos, conditioned
in
and Space. The Divine Spark, then, passing outwards from
Unity, enters Chaos, and, in entering Chaos, enters the realm of Time
and Space in such wise that its exteriorisation processes are limited,
though the Spark Itself possesses inherent Divinity and hence inherent
Eternity.
The characteristic of the First Cause, the Primal Unity, is absolutely perfect organization and absolutely perfect harmony. The characteristic of the Divine Spark, separated from the First Cause, is to
operate along the lines of that First Cause whence it sprang, that is.
it operates towards organization and towards harmony. Passing over
the Rings, the Rays, the paths of the Spiral Crossings, the concentric
circles, and the many-faceted atoms, it is sufficient to note that
the Divine Spark receding from the Central
Cause takes to
itself from: Chaos totally unorganized (and therefore non-existent)
atu1f-of-matter, and, employing its oWl'Jl spiritual and life forces, actually creates and
matter. Pure Theosophy (not Neo-Theosophy) Kabbalisml, Hermetism, and Western Tradition are agreed on
this point, with slightly varying interpretations of the process.
Note, therefore, that the first cohered forces, however loosely spun,
constitute Matter, constitute a body, and that this body is formed
around Spirit. Thus, without going any further, we have determined
the principle of the formation of bodies. It is to be remembered that,
scientifically, Matter is a state of electric charges stabilized by
cohesion.
·The process may be considered as continuing. The Divine Spark
advances in its work, steadily augmenting and developing the organization of which it is the nucleus; in other words, it continues to turn
µnorganized
into organized Matter, and, since Chaos hae only,
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negative existence, it creates a -positives from a negative. Ex nilzilo.

nihil fit,, but «nothingness» is again only a relative term, since all is
embraced in Unity. Creation, then, is an organization of relative
'«somethingness» out of relative «nothingness:i> by the absolute Life
and Spirit forces emanating from Unity and present in the Divine·
Spark.
It has been said that the essence of Spirit is radiation, and that the
essence of Matter is attraction, but the latter is only true insofar as
Matter has been infused with Spirit, or, perhaps more exactly, insofar
as Matter has becorn,e harmonized to Spirit. Thus there are three
stages, Energic, Harmonic, and Correlated; or, to give them other
names; Potential, Ideal, and Physical; or, again, Spirit, Soul and
Body.
Yet it is not to be supposed that the Divine Spark having created
a body in which it may be enshrined, has thereby placed itself outside
the influence of the Spirit-giving and Life-giving forces of the Cosm<>s
or the Universe. On the contrary, its very affinity with Spirit and with
Life gives it the power to absorb from without, as well as to develop
from within.
·
This double process is sometimes known as a) the descent of Spirit
into Matter, and b) the
of Matter into Spirit, and may be
regarded as the com'bined
of two forces which, acting together.
form a complete whole, even as the balancing of contripetal and cen·
trifugal forces on a line of motion produces a circle ..The Divine Spark
leaves Unity, forms cohesive forces out of Chaos with which to make
a force-body or the beginning of Matter, radiates force which is trans·
muted into the attraction of Matter, creates a more or less complex
Body, continues ever on its circling, but carrying Matter with it in a
constantly more highly organized state, then spiritualizes this
and so returns to Unity, hut on a higher plane, having made its cycle
spiral-wise.
If, then, we clearly grasp the truth that Spirit is the creator of Body
and that Matter is only a secondary stage, it will not be at all difficult
to grasp the truth that Body is conditioned on Spirit. As a matter of
fact, it should be more difficult to understand a material body than a
spiritual one. We should more readily grasp the nature of the spiritual
self of the unborn child than that of the ever-changing physical em.-bryo; and we shall understand how it comes about that the
of a
tree grows, as does the tree, but precedes that
step by step.
Not only that, but with each «descent into mlatter:i>, or «increase of
organized matter around the Divine Spark», the spirit becomes mote
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cemplex. This complexity increases still further in the
of the
Ring· of Return .
.It is well to repeat that the spiritual body exists before the physical,
and that the physical is moulded upon it, just as every aGtion we do is
moulded upon a spiritual or mental idea. The painting on the canvas
comes after the painting in the artist's brain, not before it; a trans•
centmenta1 railroad has its spiritual body in the composite mind of its
planners many years before a single rail is laid. The spirit is anterior
to the soul, and the soul is. anterior to the body. This is the simple and
order of thing;, and contains no difficult mystery.
cThere is a natural body and there is a spiritual body», as St.Paul
a£firmed, and as every occultist has affirmed before him, and since. ·
Moreov,er · cspiritual things must be spiritually discerned». In other
w:or:ds, to see a natural body, it must be discerned by someone either
on ,the natural plane, or able to reach it; and to see a spiritual body,
one must be on the spiritual plane, or able to reach it. A purely
ritual being would not see a man walking along the street, as we
would see him, 'since it is the spirit of the man to which his vision
would be kin, and he would have to «descend» or to «create> a
natural element for himself in order to he able to see the natural
body. Likewise we, walking along the street, would not see the spirit
of the man in question, unless we were
to dissociate ourselves
sufficiently from the natural plane to gain the spirit vision.
Note, carefully, that vision on the spiritual plane is just as much
our right as on the natural plane. It can be acquired-to a greater or
degree:---:by a large proportion of people. It has not been widely
cultivated, until recently because its usefulness has not been evident,
and Man is a dreadful utilitarian. Now that the time has come for
clairvoyance to take high rank, this vision shows
to be much
less rare than was supposed.
The ,<astral bodies» of solids, liquids, and gases, have been seen,
studied and controlled. The «secondary bodies» of metals have
gistered themselves on instruments of precision. Trees have refused to
·be: photographed without showing a spiritual form not discernible to
the human eye. «Extras» sometime called : «spirit photographs» grow
daily more comnion; oftentimes to such ·an extent as1to impede the
taking of even a single plate without undesired «entity;i) intrusions.
Many r «SeerS>, too, are incommoded by a power of higher vision
which diseloses to them matters that their owners Would fain keep
aecret.
Ihe
9.1'
is 9f!en
UpQel' g_rdbt·
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ary conditions, _but; as we have seen, it is not only an actual body,
but the .first one, the real one. The physical or natural body ia only •
manifestation of it. The very principles which perm;it the existence of
a natural body demand the existence of a spiritual one. Not only,
then, may every natural body have a spiritual body, but it mu&f have
one. And, since there are bodies 1which are really natural in them- ·
selves though invisible t ous, :who have also their spiritual bodies. it
follows that there are more Invisible Entities in this world than Visible
Ones. Some are good and some are evil.
So far, we have only treated of the existence of entities, but, in the
last sentence, the words «good> and «evib have been mentioned. In
order to be able to define the nature of the entities in the different
worlds, it will be necessary to determine in what D$lnner these Invisible Beings can act in the moral sphere. This requires a very brief
statement as to the Nature of Evil, insofar as this concerns the Entities of the Spheres, and to this our r ext article will be given.

(To be continued).

He that is bound with cords may

himself, but he that ii bound

by his own promise is tied for ever.
The river is greater than the
brook.

because it runs lower than the

Death is the glorious end to life, yet can we make it inglorious by;
fearing it, even as we make life inglorious if we fear to live.
The man who can see what is right in others, has mluch right in him1elf; the man who sees first the wrong in others, has more wrona ill
himself.
No man can work without light. But the light that is :without must ·

be understood by the light that is within, even as the rays of a lamp

b.•

by the l>r.ain.
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iDoctrint of 9ignatnrts
A. SAVORET

M

UCH interest has been aroused of late by :c Scientific
Graphology. Abandoning the analytical point of view
w!llch most writers an? speakers on
subject ad?pt, I
- ., .
will try to connect this art to the umversal doctrme of
Sigoatures > of which it is a partial application, trying to determine
what may be the nature of the support which other conjectural sciences
1ive it, and what applications may be deduced therefrom, concerning
education, orientation towards a profession, the psychological handling
of men and the treatment of disease. Unless I fail, you should be able
to understand why this doctrine of signatures demands the attention of
the scientist, the metaphysician, the leader of men, the teacher, the
doctor and of all those who desire to improve them,Selves, or have asaUDied the delicate task of educating others.
It is prabably not necessary to relate the history of this science.
which really was one aforetime, but, rendering simply to Caesar what
belongs to Caesar,! will only bear witness, in passing.to m!y admiration
for the ancient sages, who knew so well to express the truths whose
principles escape our modem scientist, though the latter may discover
new and oftentimes marvellous applications of it. All hail to the pioneers: Crollius, P aracelscus, Desbarolles (I ) , ·and P apus, who tried
to reconstruct the fallen-in edifice of this science, niisjudged because
little known, who brought to the place of operations the scattered materials which shall serve to ·form the future syntheses.
The basis of the theory of Signatures is a very simple one. Fabre
d'Olivet expresses it, in his translation of the Golden Verses of
1oras, when he :writes :
f< Know that Nature_ >
l c &erywhere Homogeneous, is alike in every place

,c

(l) A judgment of the c Societe des Gens de Lettres > of March 27th 1878,
after a hearing of the two parties, declared that AbM Michon was only the
oollabora.tor of Desbarolles, and by this judgment the former was prohibited
from makini any written or spoken statexnent
was
Founde? of

G.rapkolon....

. _ ...

... _
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It is what the Emerald Table expresses in the following undying
phrase:

« As above, so belouJ »
A fundamental element in this Doctrine of Signatures is the process
of Analogy. Signature is derived from signum (the sign), vocable
which is constructed on the same root as sigillum (seal, mark) . Therefore, whenever a force gives to!universal substance a form, this force
marks it with its mark, its seal. its signature. Considering the Homogeneity of Nature, this seal will set forth its sign in all worlds and in
all the mineral, vegetable and ani1J1al kingdoms of these worlds, b"Q.t_
adapting itself to the particular forms of existence in these worlds anc:f .
kingdoms.
The Science of Signatures therefore, deals with the recognition of
these forces and their ways of manifestation on which the properties of
beings depend. and knowledge of this science may be secured by the observation of signs which possess analogies each to the other (gesture,
writing, physiognomy, voice, perfume, form, colour, etc.)
Above -these forces, there is one force universal.supra-natural, which ·
is God; Being, in Himself. The Seal of his works, Universal as Himself, is Life. Without having the presumption to try to define this Prime
Cause, I will pass on immediately to the secondary causes, the general
forces which unfold themselves in the orbit of the solar system. They
have been· synthetised by the Ancients, in a simple yet vital manner,
under the form of the
Gods». We
have therefore
concluded-that the thinkers of old were polytheists. That, I believe·, is
a rriistake. The names of the seven planetary entities are the symbols of
a qualitative algebra, serving as an instrument to a rern!arkable classification of knowledge. In order to pe profitably used, this key requires a
mind naturally orientated towards synthesis.hence it is that our modem
brains - over-exercised in analysis - handle our knowledge badly.The advantage of this system of synthesis may be set forth by an illustration.
Suppose a m:an who is avaricious, self-centered, vindictive,
aside from these faults, is prudent, firm, stable in his ideas, persevering ·
in his enterprises, possessed of an analytic mentality,
of detail1 ·
and inclined to exact observation. Physically we may assume his complexion to be dark, ·his frame is tall and bony, he stoops slightly, his
bones are fragile though thick, his long, weak legs will make a fall.to
be-dangerous, and finally, his lungs will give him trouble.
According to the Doctrine of Signatures, the physical and moral

·which I

up
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this single word : « Saturnian . :. . Nor must we permit ourselves to
regard this as an abstraction or a simple intellectual concept, for this
short
evocates before my eyes a living being, quite real,
whom I met just a moment ago in the street. The type is, in some ways,
anafogous to the morbid type of the homoeopaths. For them,, also,
a name of any given medicine Pulstilla, hycopodium,, etc. suggests a
well-defined type, with an escort of correlated physicar and psychical
possibilities and of physiological deficiences.
Here, I feel, a &pecial caution should he worded. When I use the
n.ames of the planets in this article, I do so for conciseness and to
avoid the coining of unnecessary neologisms. I could have named
them just as well Force a, b, c, d, etc. or Principle I, 2, 3, 4, etc.
Laying aside the peaked bonnet and the constellated robe, I do not
mrean to settle the question of divination nor to retrench myself in the
jungle of occultism. A rn;atter is occult when it is not known; as soon
as it is known, it ceases to be occult. ( 1) . Algebra is « occult » to an
be for a mathematician.
.
ignorant, even as Chinese
In the magnetic field of the solar system a certain number of vibrafory modes cross each other and those can be reduced to seven
principals. This has nothing unreasonable in itself, and here as elseto do with the thing.
where, the name has
The planetary septenary is therefore only a convenient system of
classification, in correspondence with the nature of things in themsel•
ves. This can also be said of a classification by temperaments. These
two classifications moreover are two reversible aspects of one and thi
same method : the three temperament-types, nervous, sanguine, lymphatic, corresponding to the three planetary types, M ercurian, Martian; Lunar. The V enustan is a nervoso-sanguine, the Jupiterian is a
lymphatico-sanguine. There remain the Solar and the Saturnian.
The first one is a volitive, or Person of Will, a genial. or Person of
Genius, a type which it is nearly impossible to find in the present
status of humanity, and which would have much difficulty in living
on account of its intense radiance. It is a hlade-which use& up promptly the most robust scabbard. The second is a concentrated type
scarcely more viable by reason of its excess of dessication and centralisation, Saturn is the god of age and of inunobility,_ hence he is onJ·Y
viable when comlbined with Mercury, the preeminently young· and

(1) Mi. Sayor.et suggests.here that a matter is occult when it is n-0t
erally known, but a translator ·is not justified in supplying the w-0rd. Ed.
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mobile god, who thus acts as an equilibrator. As to the « bilious :.
temperament, dear to some aut? ors, this is only a morbid type, a degeneration of the Mercury
under the pernicious influence of
Mars and of Saturn.
An excellent way to render objective these planetary types, is to
represent them by _corresponding types, p·opularly known. This
may conceive as incarnations of these forces which are called astral :
Don Quixote, corresponding to the man signed with the Saturnian
influence; Sancho Panza, corresponding to the ]upiterian influx;
Cuignol, to the Venusian influx ; and Pierrot to the Lunar influx.
But if it be true that the science of correspondences is in agreement
with the laws and the universal forces of the cosmos, this science must
necessarily present itself again, 1in the three kingdoms of Nature in
general, and, in particular, in the various organs or members of the
beings who belong to each one of these kingdoms.
I have mentioned the Saturnian, tall, knotty, stooping, bony, driedup, with somber complexion, with black lustre-less eyes, and melancoly air. So, there exist plants which offer, according to the modalities conform to their reign, the s'ame caracteristics. These are plants
with thin, dry, brittle stems, with dark folliage, of sad aspect, as for
instance the yew-trees and the cypresses which are the most beautiful
ornaments of our grave-yards. The slow'1 turtle; the crow with its
somber plumage, the m'elancoly heron with its long thin legs, ,are, in
various degrees, marked by the same seal. In the hu1$n composite,
the bones are particularly the work of the Saturnian force; thus, in a
group of ten persons with a limp, you can be sure that eight have
Saturn dominant.
From similar correspondences many other interesting applications
may be derived. In the first place, 1in order not to leave the Saturnian,
we observe that works of patience, the ·tilling of the land, and many
undesirable occupations are its ap anage. Is such a man attracted by
science ? Then Astronomy, mathematics, classification and the statistical element will he his preference. Is he attracted by the material
side of life ? Then shall we see him occupied as a shoe-maker,
' Is he rich and free ? In all proleather-dresser, miner, grave-digger.
babilty he will be a collector (it matters not of what, but a collector
in any case) . Is he religious ? We may find him as a sombre and
ascetic monk, with a limited intelligence, and narrowly fanatic. Is he
a philosopher ? Beware ! he will be a doubter, a wrangler, oftentimes materialist and in any case bound upon the wheel of system. Is
he an artist, a musician for instance ? Surely his compositions will
1
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tend to be slow and grave, but a:bove all, bristling with technical difficulties, giving more place to harmony then to melody. Wagner, a
type of Saturnian modified by Mars, offers these caracteristics with
addition of this Martian movement, the ardour, the abuse of
brass instruments, evident signs of the influence of the fiery planet.
The reader will notice how: fertile is the application of those principles to orientatipn towards a profession.
As we have said already, the science of correspondences and of
signatures, which was a majestic synthesis in the days of old, nowadays has many gaps. The correspondences between planetary types
and graphological specimens is not yet entirely clear; the correspondences exist, it is necessary to establish them again. For my part,
after having studied Desbarolles, whose ponderous ·works are a mine
of precious information. I have been able to restore some · of these
correspondences.
Our Satumian, for instance, will have oftentimes a nmagre, compacted, angular and slow handwriting, without grace, without gracenotes, hut with a very marked punctuation. When Mercury modifies
him profoundly, his handwriting will be small, nearly microscopic,
· compact, and once in a while vermicular. This « doctor's handwriting, as it is known, is effectively of the Mercury-Saturn type, and
oftentimes shows a disposition for medical studies, as for sciences in
general. That graphology is not an unerring criterium is a fact known
to many, << faked » handwritings, the abuse of the fountain-pen and
of pens with square nibs reduce its possibilities. But the hand that
holds the pen, and the face behind which the daily drama of the
thoughts are acted, will come to the assistance of the graphologer
and supply him with useful indications. Our Satumian will have
knotty fingers, which are a sign of order and a systematic m;ind; long
and narrow hands showing a love for details, a realisation of the
·value of seemingly trivial matters, a punctilious mind; and their
general colouring moreover will be dark. This is mainly true when
the Saturnian influence is predominant, for one of the difficulties in
this line of research is that one never encounters absolutely pure types,
but all types associate two or three influences, sometimes even more,
and to various degrees.

(To be continued).
Translated (by permission) from « C oride-a-C oude » (Paris),
wue of December, 1930.
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ERY well, I'm willing to give you a chance to show what
this Astrology of yours can do ! I'll give you the birth dates
about the same age as my purposed
of five other girls, all
I
fiancee, and you'll tell me which of the six I'm going to

marry! »
« Exactly, Ralph. Be careful that you write everything down
exactly, and remember, I must have the hour of birth, as well as the
date and the place.
« Hadn't I better give you the names, as well? >
«Joke about it all you want to, old man, I don't mind! But if you
really want me to help you, be sure to get me the real facts. I'll come
in tomorrow afternoon, right after lunch, so as to have a solid afternoon's work on the horoscopes of the six girls in time for the party
in the evening. »
« All right, Charles, I'll hustle around and get you the figures.
You see, you've got to get it done in time. Delays won't count. The
day after tomorrow, perhaps, the papers will have the news of our
engagement, and after that I shan't need any astrologer to tell me
who my bride's going to be. »
«And,> added his former college chum, who was an cager student of Astrology, « I'd rather do it before I meet anyone at your
party. In that way my opinion would be perfectly unbiased and
unprejudiced, since I shall not have seen any of the six contestants,
and, aside from the Charts which I shall draw up, I won't have any
·
prior information as to their wealth and social position. >
« And, ;p added his former college chum, who was an eager stubirthday cake, which you call as « horoscope? »
« Yes, if you like to put it that way. But I've already shown you
that the stars give you your opportunities, or withhold them. though
use of the
you have a certain amount of liberty the way you
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opportunities given you. I've told you a few things about yourself,

by the way. >
« I'il admit it, but others, who aren't astrologers, have told me
almost as much. Why, just from' the letters that make up my name,
one wom!an found out a lot of things about me. A Spanish girl I
knew once was a dab at palmistry - but then, she was a bit of a
witch, any- way », he ended a little lam'ely, evidently not wanting
to tell what had been said. « But your ideas are a bit more far-fetched
still, old man and a few light-years more or less of distance doesn't
seem to matter to you. Why don't you draw it mild? :.
The astrologer smiled, «;vidently quite sure of himself.
« You're talking just to convince yourself,» he said, « you don't
expect to convince me. Now, I'm off. I'll be here, right after lunch
tomorrow, with a few books of reference, and it's up to you to get
m.e the needed facts. >
« Don't worry, they'll be here f » said the prospective bridegroom,
as he slapped his chum on the shoulder. « I w,o uldn't lose a chance
like this to catch you tripping I You put it over me too many times
at college! »
But, as he walked rapidly home, Charles wondered whether he
had been entirely wise to speak with such certainty. Not all horos·
cope charts are easy to read. He had come back to his native town
after a five years absence, intending to give his chum a surprise. and
the surprise had been his. Ralph was about to become engaged,
though. as was his nature. he could never be sure of anything until
the last minute.
The two college m:ates had lunched together, and Charles, who
was- full of his subject, had talked much of Pate and Karma. of Free
Will and Destiny. But Ralph was distrait. It was not until the coffee
and cigars that he told of his impending engagement and the party
set for the evening of the following day. Charles, with his astrolbgical
twist, was horrified to find how little his friend had studied the
character ef the girl he proposed to many, and
urged him not to
plunge ahead too fast.
« Before very long » he said, « people who really want- to get
ma-r-ried· will pay more heed to finding out astrologically whether
their characters are suited' one to another than they will to getting a
m:arri'age license. >
It was this statement which had spurred Ralph to his- challenge that
his.. as.trological friend, without having seen a single one of the ladie$
in question, should piek the propos.ed fiancee fromt a group of six.
ka"Yiq nothina, but the place date aad hour of birth to auide bim.
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The challenge once accepted, Charles would not withdraw, but
a little hasty. To interfere in a marhe wondered
if he had not Heen
.
I
riage
a .serious Illi?-tter.
horoscope chart is an
c?mplex,
and, with six to do m a smgle afternoon - leavmg httle tune for
reflection - he might seize upon the wrong factor, regarding as the
main issue what was only a secondary point. Yet he had perfect
confidence in the scientific foundation of Astrology.
When, therefore, he retJ rned to his friend's house the next day,
he was alight with
and full of interest in his task.
.
c Right on time, Charlet eh? :. was his friend's greeting. re All
right. Here you are. Six girls, N° 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6; places, datet
and hours of birth complete in every case. Do you need anything

t

.

.

.

'« Nothing. >
·< All right. · This
looks on the hack, and no one comca in
this way. I see you're dressed for dinner, so that's all right. I'm going
to lock you in, and you won't be disturbed till the dinner bell rings.
Now about... >
.
/
.
.
« No use starting a yar? , Ralph. You don't realise it, of course,
but this means a lot of work for m,e, and - and - it may mean you
whole life's happiness to yqul :i>
The tone was so grave that the younger man was startled. But he
carried it off with a wave /of the hand, and banged the door ahut,
turning the key.
Still, Ralph Goulden went downstairs slowly, and - for him thoughtfully. His uncle and aunt, in whose home he had lived for
aome years since the death of his parents, had set their hearts on his
marrying Stella Regner. As for Ralph, ,he had drifted with the
1tream. Stella clearly liked him, her people had m'eans, and he
himself was getting on towards the thirties, so it was
to settle
down.
Charles Bodner, he thought, had never seelll!ed to want to marry,
and certainly had never settled down. He had never sought position,
nor asked favours from anyone. He had written two or three times a
year, nearly always from la different place, and from the queerest
comers of the world. He seem,ed to be equally at home everywhere,
one sensed his intense interest in life. « Queer chap, Charles .>. was Ralph's inward reflection.
Shortly before the hour set, the guests 'began to arrive. Stella
Regner was among the last, very handsomely gowned, and looking
thouih she were
but did not waµt to seemi be
9f,
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the underlying purpose of the
Ralph hurried to her side,
and, after hearty greetings, told her of his friend's arrival from dis·
tant parts and of some of his queer accomplishments. Soon everyone
had arrived, and Charles had not yet come down. Just a mfoute or
two before the hour, the astrologer entered the drawing room. His
finely chiseled face, distinguished IIi.anner and perfect calm marked
him out at once as different from the gayer and slightly noisier guests.
Immediately after the introductions were made, dinner was an·
nounced, and Charles found that he had been placed next to Stella
Regner. This may have given him some clue to his friend's intentions.
but, if so, he Injade no sign.
It :was Charles, impatient as ever, who could not wait until the
end of dinner for his news. He rose and explained to his guests that
his friend Charles Bodner was an adept in astrology, a science which
was rapidly claiming anew the attention of thinkers the world over,
and that he Was able to judge character and to foretell the. future in
a marvellous w.ay·.
c But,
added Ralph, « I'm afraid my friend has allowed
himself to wander a bit too far out of the strictly scientific path, and,
just this afternoon, he took up a challenge which I made; Some of
you here present know something about it. Six of the ladies present,
whose names and personalities are absolutely unknown to my friend,
have aiven their dates of birth and their birthplace, and, merely
from this data, Mr. Bodner is to name among the six, which of them
I am likely to marry, if any ».
Ralph had tried to maintain a humorous inflection in his voice,
but was conscious that he had not succeeded. Perhaps the perfect
quietness of his friend somewhat discountenanced him.
One or two of the younger girls giggled, but the feeling was not
general. All felt that this was not a pleasantry, but had a deeper
.
.
meanmg.
. 4: Ladies and Gentlemen, friends of m'y friend », said Charles,
as he rose, « you will not expect a speech from me. I am asked to
give the result of my findings to a scientific question, answered in the
terms of that science--the science of Astrology. I may say that, at
this moment, I have no knowledge as to whom among the ladies
present niay be Number One, Two, Three, Four, Five or Six. I
numbered some slips of paper containing dates, and gave the key fo
the numbering in a closed envelope to Mr. Goulden. It has not been
opened. The secret, then, is a secret still.
_« fjrstly!
I .am in a
to say
an

tHE
is forecast, more exactly, a series of events are forecast in the horos.cope Qf Mr. Goulden. There is marriage, there is parting, there is
death, but I do not say that all these deal with the same person. If
you wish a figurative phrasing, there is rosemary and rue, incense
and myrrh. »
This time there was no
but only an intense interest, which
increased as the speaker took froml his pocket a few slips of paper.
« I will now say a word or two on each of the persons whose
dates I have been given. Excuse me if I speak of them as Numbers !
c I find, first, that Number One is proud and desires to rule. I
should not say that she woul4 be a desirable wite for you, Ralph,
for you have a good deal of mulishness in your disposition, and there
would be constant conflict. She seems to be well-to-do, and it might
be possible that you could put up with her ways, in order to keep
the treasury intact.
« Number Two will leave this town very shortly. She will write
to you, and you will write to her. But this will not last very long,
and her interest will soon die out.
« Nwpher Three will also leave this place, and will travel in the
same direction as Number T "f'• that is, to the north and west. She
is not likely to correspond with you, because she will be engaged
before very long, and her fiance will be of a jealous character.
« Num!ber Five will go to live in a great city, disappointed and
even embittered. Her expectations had been high, and so had yours,
that there would be a link between you. But, before many weeks
have passed, she is going to receive a severe reminder of other duties
which belong to a period prior to her coming to this town and they
will claim her attention. The death of a near relative is at hand,
and bq that she will he led into a path of love and happiness which
she would never have thought possible.
« Number Four will come prominently to your notice, but she will
not touch your heart. You admire her appearance, and you may
desir.e to win her, but in less than two years time the fiery Mars
throws a spark into her heart and she will then meet the man she
really loves.
« But Number Three would make the ideal mate for my friend,
a wife who would be able to meet every test. She will stand by him
thr.ough thick and thin. In the depths of herself, she loves him;. but
the ways of love are
so strange that she has never allowed
· herself to become aware of it.
1
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-« Ladies and Gentlemen, it would not be difficult for rne to pick
out Number Three ·from among you. ·But, to do so, would acquaint
her with some :other thing I ·could say, and perhaps r0b her of some
peace of mind, giving her trouble that •might be spared her. Du11ing
the .last few da:ys of this month she is likely to . injure her ·hand, and
-but, Friends, I must not tell too much!»
.
A ·buzz of confused· excitement rose as soon as Charles· sat down,
and Ralph was begged for the key-which, of course, he declined
to ;give. The dinner closed in a hum of astonishment and wonder.
As soon as Ralph could excuse himself from Stella, Ralph took
his friend aside, and said :
·«You've done it now! How can I make any announcement
tonight, after what you've said?:.
Why announce anything, at this time? You don't want to score
another sensation in the newsaper, a few weeks hence, do you h
« But the girl you gave as Number Three is almost out of the question ! She's like moonlight to sunlight, when beside Stella. Oh yes,
I'm fond of her, in a way; we've been pals, ever since .children. You
wouldn't call that «love» would you? :.
not ? »
« Man alive ! - And then you said she was going to get hurt !
That's tough on Gertie, she's a real good sort. Well-I don't know
what to do. Let's go back ! We'll start dancing, and that'll make
them: forget. »
·
Stella soon managed to disengage herself from the group around
her and came direct to Charles.
« I could not help but feel that you referred to me in your speech,
Mr. Bodner, and I think you owe me an rapology ».
Charles smiled slightly, but courteously, and made no answer.
« You do ! » the voice raised a little. « Ralph seems to be considerably upset, and is too much so to make any definite announcement.
Of. course you knew that he and I were sec·retly engaged and that he
intended to announce the engagement this evening ! )
« I was aware of his intentions, Miss Regner, but it was not
until dinner that I know whom' he thought of marrying. »
« And you think I shall go, simply; that I shall give in to whims of
fancy, this way? My dear Mr. Bodner, this is simply amusing ! And
you
have me give m'y place to Number Three, whoever she
may he ? I shall ask .Ralph to go ahead,.since a few. friends already
know of our intentions, ..and we cannot chop and ,change be.cause.. of
your predictions r »
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He looked at ller.
-· .-:·-. -. · -. ,:. :
·.
«Unless,» she added scoffingly, but with a certain tremor in her.
voice which betokened fear, «Jnless you can tell me sufficiently of
my past to make m,e admit your knowledge of the future. »
«Come », said he. «I can satisfy you, but I do not not prom&se to
please you. »
Half an hour later, when they left the study, Stella was clearly
I
nervous and agitated.
« I am compelled to adm&t that you have been right, and I agree
to give up Ralph. I had rather not see hirh, now. Will you be good
enough to take m'e home? »
So, in some mystery to everyone, ended the night of the party.
The sequel came in a hasty letter from Ralph, telling of Stella's
changed manner, and a week later, of a summons to the city where
she had to take charge of her sister's little children, the sister failing
rapidly. One of the girls had left the little town, the other was leaving
But the crux of the letter came in 1 the statement that when motoring
with «Gertie»-the Num,ber Three of the famous evening-an outjutting branch broke the wind-shield of the car and the girl's .hand
was cut by the f
glass, while Ralph, who was driving, was
stunned. The shock and the situation brought realisation to. both.
·« And now », the letter closed, « Gertie thinks you should set the
date. and the hour for our wedding. iAnd you'll have to come yourself
,
to set us straight with the stars. » I
Charles put down the -letter and stared out of the window.
« And they 'II be happy, too! » he muttered enviously. « Their
horoscopes say so, both of them. While mine » he tapped his finger
impatiently on the table. « Well, if I'm not to marry, at least I can
play my part in helping others to mate wisely ».

No man ever yet found a way to harm another without harming
himself more.
·

:;

I

Anything which does not progress cannot have come from· a high
source.
It is very easy to test the fibre of your own character. Which do
y"Ou think of most: your work, or your pleasure?
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The Voice of Mystic India
ALIICEJ EJLIZABETH DRACOTT
(Ride•• and eo., J.ondon • 316)

T

HERE' is a definite message in this book, and one which is
worthy of emphasis. We prefer to quote it in the author' a
words: «To find this Key, to open the Door, to stand upon
the Threshold of the Next Room-to behold I Is not this
experience too wonderful to be missed? yet perhaps few will believe
that the Real Eintrance is not by way of the Seance Room;, with its
mediums, its trumpets, its moveable chairs and tables, and all its popular phenomena, but is sooner effected through the «Voice qf the
Silence» alone ». We wish that Mrs. Dracott had called her book
c: The Threshold of the Next Room », for the present title is not as
explicative as it should be. The book relates many personal psychic
experiences, simply and quietly told, and perhaps its most interesting
factor is the evidence given of the persistence of
over
long periods of history. An example of this is the vision of a long
caravan of camels, led by a soldier arm'ed with bow and arrow, and
apparently associated with the period of Alexander the Great.
But most of the incidents are homely, and sometimes friendly, though
there is a sufficiency of cases of collective suicide, and one very
curious example of troops of children playing up and down a dangerous stairway in a desolate hotel, noisy and turbulent in their play
-yet all ghosts ! Almost secondary to the incidents is the evidence
that such psychic happenings are less rare in India than in the Occident, and the author writes: «The daily life of the Indian native is
permeated by the occurence of weird, and, in the ordinary way, inexplicable phenomena. »

---------------A Kosmon Bible

0 ahspe -

(The Kol!ln:aon Pa•e11s, Sydney, Austll"alla)

Frankly, it is difficult to review this book. In the first chapter of
Beast (self) bad four heads, and
the First Book it is that that
the names of the Heads of the Beast were Brahmin, Buddhist, Christian and Moham'medan ». « Faithism », therefore, is none of these.
The Book of Jehovih (the spelling given) deals with cosmogony, and
here and there resemblances may be traced to Hebraic Kabbalism
and to T ycho Brahe, but fairness compels the statement that the
greater pa1t of the Kosmon Bible is highly original. and the illustra-
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tions-are more original still. In it may be .found all the tellchings of the
religion widely known as F aithism;. .This .:Bible» deals, largely, with
affirmed records of an,eatly1speech and writing, known as « Panic :.
in which are found revelations hitherto unknown to modern man.
There is much that is fine in the book, but a life-time's study of it is
necessary to permit of a balanced judgment as to its authenticity or its
value.

A Brother of the Third Degree
WILL L. GARVER
Purdy Pui,. eo., Chicago • iJ, a.oG

The re.,issue of this book permits us to draw attention to it. Though
a novel, it contains many hints to esoteric teaching,
of which can
certainly be traced to their source. while others are more obscure. It
reads interestingly, though it !is not the work of a trained writer; the
occasional amateurishness of style does not detract too m;uch from the
esoteric message that the author desires to conv.ey-especially the
purpose of Platonic of Virgin Marriage. The book was written long
before the World War and the prophecies in the last chapters are but
faintly in accord with the realisation. The renaissance and defeat of
« Napoleon » by the Comte de St. Germain, and the establishment
of a « Republic of Europe »
proved a little aside from actuality;
here and there, also, the author'. s American tendencies have coloured
his judgment. But interesting novels dealing with esoteric subjects are
very rare; and there is much in the book to be praised.

Politics of the Aryan Road
I

fil;· .

CAPT. A. G. PAPE
C. Wo DanJel Co,, London· 310

The- kindliest reviower in the world cannot entirely free himself
from personal bias, and the present writer holds the age:-old belief
that occultism and politics should-not be allowed to influence each
other. \X.1hen, in addition to thi , the Messiahship of one Krishnamurti
is intruded, the 1skein becomes tangled, not to say snarled. The Laws
. of Manu-Indo-Aryanized-are presented as immediately adaptable for the present state ,of civilization, and Theosophists will.find a
restatement of many of the modern developments of what has come
as the World Mother. The
to he ,known as N
presc:;nt King of England is the symbol of «The King of the World»,
the English language (with an American nasal twang, hecause this
develops. the glands!) is to be the language of the world; and Mts.
Besant's :particular brand of Socialism is the political policy for the
world. Thus, for Capt. Pape, everything is aettled.

-

,,, -

national nub ,Jntcrnational '2\tttologu
Ne'v Moo11, l\la.1•ch 119,

teat
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Fol' lndlcat,lonl!I p1•lo1• 'tbll!t da'te, see the Dece1ube1• ·ll!lsue ot THB' 1 1fl!l&R
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OR THE WEST OF EUROPE.-The lunation falls in

the sign of Aisces and in the House of. Self-Undoing, Sedusion and Occultism, and it is to be noted that it. is close to
the position of the fixed star Scheat (on the leg of Pegasus) .
by conjunction, and of the fixed star Markeb (on the side of Argo)
by opposition. This indication suggests a serious accident, probably
at sea, and the death or imminent death of some person in occult circles
may be thus forecast. The lunation itself is· not muth afflicted, the
strongest aspect being a favourable trine to Mars in Cancer in the
Third House, a position which is likely to indicate increased transit
facilities--possibly a Trans-Atlantic air post service.

England.-The lunation is unfortunate for public instituti'ons, such
as hospitals or prisons, and the month is likely to be marked by .an
increase in the Poor Law taxation, and a great increase of crime
leading to the
of prisons . .Though spring usually diminishes Labour discontent, there is apt to be more class .antagonism than
ever, and the popular element will prevail.
. Cermany.-The lunation is favourable to Germany, more so than
to England, and there is likely to be a party compromise aRd an.. improvement in Internal Affairs, also in international agreements. German commerce, also, will improve, and the Germ.Ian mercantile maJiine will score a hit. ·
Spain:-There is likely to be a death in the circle around the
th.rone, though it will not be that of the King himself. The new ·regime
will strive to establish a m'Ore democratic g-0vernment, but there · is
likely to be-a renewed revolt of the Catalan nationa.lists.

ltaly.-A generally favourahle month, and there may be a royal
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marriage. The colonial question will come to the fore, and some question of colonial frontiers will be discussed.

France.-The lunation, this month, is less favourable for France
than for Italy, and there will be som;e trouble arising from imported
foreign labour. Some important development is likely to be made in
the amusement world, perhaps the cinema, as the result of a French
invention or discovery.
Russia.-This should be fl very striking mbnth for Soviet Russia,
as the lunation falls in the 10th. House, in the sign ruling this country,
and a tremendous drive for the extension of power is likely to be made.
Its duration is likely to be short-lived, however, and the menace to
Stalin (foreshadowed in our last number) is repeated this month and
seems to draw closer.

North Africa.-A very favourable lunation, but not likely to be
marked by any very striking factor, though Tunis and Algeria may
figure in international affairs in some niinor way. Some royal visitor
or state visit is indicated.

India.-The only trouble of importance likely to come during this
month will be of an educatiohal character, and launched by Hindu
students.
China.-Armed vessels will again be sent to Chinese
cause of piratic raids, and threats on the foreign concessions.

h\!··

I

Japan.-T'he Pan-American element of South America, having
thrown overboard the United States, is likely to extend a hand to
Japan, and the invasion of the «yellow peril» into the American continent looms up more prominently than ever. A three-cornered alliance
between Argentine, Brazil and Japan is likely, giving Japan a foothold on the Atlantic as well as the Pacific Ocean. A Japanese naval
base may be granted by Brazil.
United States.-The market is likely to recover with a rush, but
in the agricultural districts remains unchanged, and the
the
rise will be but meteoric. There is likelihood of some important astrQnomical announcement from this country .
...

-
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HE NUMBER TWO.-The fundamental principle of

this number is Duality. It is the first step away from One.
It represents the two factors «What Does» and «What is
Done», often expressed philosophically by the terms the
;<Self» and the «Not-Self», or-in humbler terms: « What is Me >
and c What is not Me ». In the same sense that One indicates Sta·
bility, the Two indicates movement. Just as One posits Eternity, Two
posits Time. The One is boundless, but the Two suggests Space and
the limitations in Space. Jn Hermetism, it is not entirely correct to say
that Good and
are absolute, since the Absolute is One; it is cor·
rect to say that Good and Evil exist, so soon as the One passes into
the Two; hence, One is Absolute and Two is relative.
The Occult Geometry of T wo.-This is always represented as
two parallel lines, usually shown horizontally. It is an axiom that two
parallel lines will never meet in finity, but will nreet in infinity. This
is a geometrical statement of the Unity of Infinity, and it is possible
of proof in Higher Mathem.a.!ics. This is allied with esoteric paradox, .
permitting a straight line to be an arc in infinity, and yet a straight
line in finity. The apparent contradiction is due to the fact that In·
finity intrudes a third factor into the problem. It is an
figure in Relativity, yet, even here, it holds that teaching of further
and of future union of all things, for it must always be remembered
that Hermetism has as one of its great characteristics that of viewing
the Cosmos as a whole balancing the two Powers of the Absolute and
the Relative. The Seventeenth Book of
Divine Pymander >
is given over to this teaching, summed up in the 16th. Stanza: «Whe·
refore, letting go all much and vain talking, we must understand these
two things: I) That which is m,ade, and 2) Him which is the Maker;
for there is nothing in the Middle, between these Two, nor is there
any third.»
.The
9onc9rdanfes of
Numker
..

l-.
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ally, Two is in special relation with the 2nd. sign of the zodiac, Taurus, not by reason of its rulership by Venus. but by reason of its being
the sign of exaltation.of the Moon.
Alphabetically, it is in correspondence with the letter B. of the
English alphabet, and Beth of the Hebrew alphabet. Its hieroglyph
indicates the «open mouth», the Word, the Verbum, the Created,
since as soon as the Word was spoken, Creation began.
Kabbalistically, it is « The High Priestess », representing Woman
in the higher sense, even as the.-One also r.epresents Man, in the higher
sense. It is the Second Person <;>f the Trinity, viewed in another guise.
Or,. again, the Tw-0-m;ay be viewed as the establishment of the PassiYe or Receptive, in relationship with the Active,,, or Exteriorizing.
Masonically, it indicates the Fellow Craft,. and this is shown by the
iymbolic usage of the Pillars of Jachin and Boaz, ha;vipg a special
relation · to Love and Wisdom. The Princess Karadja has pointed
out-with force and with reason that both these columns must be crowned with the lotus, the emblem of purity, since the pillars indicate sex
in its highest form.
The Number Two in human physiology.-ln the lar.ger .sense, this
deals :especially with Woman as a whole, since it is not to be forg-0tten
is a feminine reflection of the Macrocosm as well, as a masthat
culine reflection, and that Adam-Kadm.on is : susceptible of, being
twice-visioned (which is by no means the same as heing androgynous).
It bas .especially to deal with the womb and all the feminine Q.rgans,
and ·deals with function rather than with constitution. It also has. to
do with some of the ducts, especially the lacteal. Indirectly it -bears
u110n- the process of chylification, and the relation to Taurus gives it
a certain. influence upon ·the breath. Her.e, again, the duality is shown
of inspiration and expiration; even as it is occasionally referred to the
equaL and oppositcr processes of peristaltic action in the bowels.
The Number. Two in musical tone and in colour.-There seems
i:eason to accept the usual tradition giving a minor character to
this tone, -and the note «La», which is the note of A natural in the
1icale of C Major seems fully justified. There is some harmonic ·reason
to .ascribe this to the Mediant (E natural in the scale of C. -Major),
but 1:he tradition-so far as it can clearly be discerned-runs otherwise.
The· car.responding colour 1is. given as Indigo, and sometimes 1 as- a
D.ark .Violet (which -is close akin), and this is sometimes tr-eated as
indicating the colour aspects of the Illumined Moon and the Unillumined Moon as twinned.
•
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Test Medium ·

20 YEARS EXPERIENCE

New Measures in Astrology
Keys to Symbo ijc Oirettin g
1

Will' undertake Horoscopes, Directions, Rectifications, Interviews. One
Guinea Horoscope specially recommended.
Apply: 8 Queen's Garden,

Readings and Psychological studies
from Hands, Photographs, Letters,etc
Consultations by appointment

G.A..ZIN"G

l\tthor of

Lancaster Gate
LONDON, W. 2

CR.-YST.A.L....S

Imported from Czecho-Slovakia - Beautiful, Olear, Flawless
3 -inch ..................... ...... . ............... .. .. . ... ..... Each Dollars · 2.00
»
2.50
2% -inch . . ... ....... ...... . ...... ... ....... ... ........... ...... .E ach
3 -inch ........... .... ........... ... ... ....... ...... .... ....... 1E acb
»
3.00
31/z-incb . -·· ..................... ................. ........... .. . Each
»
3.60
4 -inch ...... ........... ..................... .... ..... .. ... .... Each
>>
6. 00
5 -inch ... , ................ ........ .......... .... ......... ..... Ea ch
·»
10.50

Crystal Base, highly polished black, unbreakable composition material, each
60c. Send for free pamphlet on the Art of Crystal Gazing.
Dealers and Distributors write for wholesale prices

.J . . M. SIMMONS
Chicago, III.

109 N. Dearborn St.

What's in your Nat'1'1e ?

Would you know yourself? Then get a «Blue-Print of Your Life»
Special offer until end of year $15 :
ENTIRE name at birth; birthdate; marriage; mother's maiden name.

Advice for a year «How to meet your experiences each month»
(Special offer from now through 1931 for
ARLYNE CHALMERS
Box 323-San Francisco- California, U.S.A .

........

Healing tne silent wag

Treatment for diseased conditions
of mind, body or estate DAILY.
Through faith I have had wonderful success in healing and teaching
those who are ailing physically, :finanor spiritually.
Love .offerings only

VORA B. DURAND
VALLEY, OALIFORNIA

1

ANN CRAIK
PGychoscope Deline:ttion-5.00

dol.

Send full name, dale, time and
place of birth.
Gi\·e full information regarding
problems and occupation. Questions
welcomed.
815 Roger Stre!lt,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Den lief sten Einblick in die das Leben 'regierenden Krafte
gewahrt das Studium der

ASTROLOGIE
wie sie heute von ersten Denkern, F orschern und Lebenspraktikern
vertreten wird.

STERNE UNO MENSCH
die Monatsschrift fiir Astrologie als Wissenschaft und W eltanschauung unter Leitung von H. Frhr. v. Klockler vermittelt mit wissenschaftlicher Sachlichkeit, aber zugleich in allgemeinverstandlicher.
interessanter und fesselnder Weise all es, was fiir Beginn und Fortfiihrung des astrologischen Studiums erforderlich ist. F orschung,
Kritik und Praxis finden in den Originalarbeiten erster Autoren
gleiche Beriicksichtigung. Die engen und wichtigen Beziehungen der
Astrologie zu Psychologie, Medizin, Hygiene, Lebenskunst, Padagogik, Philosophie, Kulturgeschichte sind Gegenstand zahlreicher
Veroffentlichungen anerkannter astrologischer F orscher, die die Ergebnisse ihrer langjahrigen Erfahrungen dem Leser iibermitteln.
V erlangen Sie kostenlose Probenummer vom
ASTRA-VERLAG, LEIPZIG, Cellertstr. 7

FRATERNITY

OF

THE

INNER Ll.GHT

Warden : DION

The Fraternity of the Inner Light is a Society whose purpose it is
to pursue the study of Mysticism and Esoteric Science and to develop
their practice. Its ideals are Christian and its methods are Western. It
maintains a Lecture Centre and Library in London, and a hostel at
the Chalice Orchard Club, Glastonbury, open from Whitsuntide till
Michaelmas. No fixed charge is made for admission to the lecture and
study groups, all contributions towards expenses being voluntary, in
accordance with esoteric tradition.

The Community House, 3, Queensborough Terrace, Bayswatcr,
London W. 2. England

Syllabus on application.

cTHE INNER
Edited bJJ Dion Fortune. A monthly
magazine devoted to Esoteric Christianity, Occult Science, and the
Psychology of Super-consciousness. Price 6d. Post free, 6/6 per

annum.

copy

free,

A.l.:t: ...

· '.

• 1

NATURE'S PATH
The Best Health Magazine

. -,.

Official
:the. _,.A:mel'icatl
Naturopatfi'fc· 'Association "
, : . .1]t -lws Helped 'Thousands .To .A
Healthy and Happy Life
You must read it, i:f you wan t
_ t9,
Life

i ,..,): (:" ·;

.

_':· s':96

Dollars-·a year
Dr. Lu s t 's new est boo k Natur1, opathic Treatment of Disease
ll
,i.Je
free to a'JI who -s11bsc nbe

'for 'one ' )ri&it. 3· y ears'

s nb'scrip ·1'ion · 5oQO . dollars a nd valu ab le
. premi tm1 that will surprise you

..
_

.

'

Write fo Nature's Path '
E as t 35t h. St.
N.Y.

.

·THE··. NATIONAL"
ASTROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
(U. s. A.)
An organizatioll:'',founded in the interest' of educatienal, scientific astrology. Membership in the Association ·1
Three Dollars the year, which
THE JOURNAL, a quarterly magazine.
Its
include such authorities as Lleweliyn
Manly P.
Augusta : Foss, H:ei.ndel, George
J. Mc Cormack, Robert De Luce,
H. M. Le Apsley, M. D.
. EDIT.OR .-

Carvr HUH
Information of its objectives free
upon request to Execu.tive se-::retary.
Box· 141 Highland Park Station
LOS ANGELES
California, U. S. A.

A\§TROLOGY
THE ASTROLOGERS' QUARTERLY
:"

ISSUED UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE
ASTROLOGICAL LODGE OF LONDON
AND DEVOTED TO THE STUDY OF

:L•

ASTROLOGY IN- ALL ITS BRANCHES

Editor: CHARLES E . 0. CARTER, .B.A.
to. WooDBOROUGH Rd., LoNDON . S. W. 15
PRICE ONE SHILLING; ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION,

4/ 6

POST FREE

THE DIRECT VOICE
_"
1

,

A New

devoted to the Direct Voice and otl1er Pbaoes of PSY HIC PHENOMENA

Containing the latest news of scientific investigations and results in
:this and foreign countries. A page devoted to news from our subscribe.rs · each month. A lecture, scientific in nature, received through the
DIRECT VOICE from tho$e on the «spirit side» of life. These ·
laws governing the various
talks are op the philosophy and
Also
on
Clairaudience, Ectoplasm,
Materia1isation; ·etc.
", .. .
25c: Single Copy. Subscription, . SZ.50 per
1s. .?d.
Single Copy.
Subscription, 12s. per annum,
.... _,,,,
.. '
..
. .
,;.

T .tlt:: ·_. S'-''NSHINE

PUBLISHING COMPANY

225 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. :Y.

;··: :

lj ..;:. .

": ..

STATISTICAL MITHDDS:· IN;'
Tbe advance of ; material
· ha:;;
"beeo. made , possible through
the P.roper
of
facts,
This same methoa is equ!tlly apphcable' to the ·varrous ''P!'o·b lems of astrology, and when prnperly applied takes th.e
to debatable
from
the realm of surmise imto ·t'he doi:naili -Oft proVed cei'tainty.· i
·
We are anxious to apprise all astJ:ological stucle11S of this metbQcl, to the
end df improl"ing· modern astrolog1cal'practire. Let lts ser1d ·you, «When Do
Parents Die», in whi<(h tbe. -cleaths
100
mothers are ana.lyzed by thi s method. '
·.
·
·
· ·r

.

THE

OF

.

8;. ltux '1s2S

;LOS ANGELES, ·CALIF,

U.S.A. :·:··· .

Astro - -Palut"i-str.y · ·Tile·'
. .

A Remark!lble _work on the secret
Hinflu : Method·..
out the
Date and .fioroscowe-· of Birth from
the Lines of the Hand and the Cor-1
rect Ascendant fro'i:n otbe1· · Signs.
Invaluable to A strologers. 'Information jealously guarded by· the few !'
who know is here given out for the
first time. .
·
8 SHILLINGS
DOLLARS
!l

.. . ...

Deals_ priIJcipaay
the
·of the degrees of the Zodiac · and 0£
the planets '' to humaff chara:ater :also
for Loncontains Tables of
don and
to the
Campanus Syste;m. Each · vor.. ·5/ -.,,
•

•

•

-

•

_'tA

1

5 1<

«MODERN ASTROLCGY »
· I;.o{ldon
"Cite.us

Soci@t:y .

54 Amhe1:st Row,

-;By·.:. ".

... ·
.,, ·.... "- ·.:
Three . volumes published
MAURicE WEMYS"
S-

CALCUTTA.

THE H'.I:Q.DEN SCIENCE · QF-;·.:' LIY-f·.
-

'

-

O:ff:

·,_ .: .. :,·'. -::... :. ., ..•'.;;,_,,-:---"··;::·{

.
.
The LAST
IN
, .. , ..
by 1\-chra:mled; author of «Tile Art of Alchemy. » This con.r se, :>ofd ongwally
for 100:00 dollars,. now off(lred for 25.00. do11'ars, .to eve1:y one snl;iscl'ibi-ng- for
these remarkable
P sychic
to .five :p eril\oila.l
,:Y,1·ee.
·

.-ox ..r,,:,g, ' S!lln4.

·

Okla

WHITB CROSS UNION n · ·v,1 1· 1· - 1·d /.
· PR•NcEss MARY .lARADJA. ,.rg ' on-__
p
. Tn nnt Jl
·.·. J .'·) ":
Viila Lux, .

the

Monti

'Irinita

.

broadcasting' station.

·

·

Woul_d J'OU like . to
of .F ree
og·y, Psy(lholo!!y, New•T:h<>l'lght.
.. erolpgy,
iRosiCruci.anism ,
? Sen4 · i5 c.ents for cAdvaitced
Thought I'ndex» and.
World .
"six ··
and . the..
publicatiOilS' Wili·'he 'Sent- fieti; ·"!:Ci'.i' ••,

Guide your ·
an'cl years throu gh
tl\e great Cosmal mge, with Mack
Stauer's lVIa.ss °J;Thiellectual -P ressure, Alphq .Ma.tho Vibratory
Ca1e\iclai'. Wo.rlcl 's
TL1ought
Diseovery. _22nc1. Edition, Ptice1.00 dollar.

Mack Stauffer l'ublications
918 W. Terrell, Fort

..

- U. .s. A. '

·

·

'ROWELL :·PUBLICATIONS

- : 'Box 456,

ZENTRAL BLATT
FUR ASTROLOGISCHE FORSCHUNG

ZENIT
HERAVSGEBER VND SCHRIFTLEITER
DR. H. KORCH
DUSSELDORF, KEPLERSTR'. 11.
: JAEHRLICH 10.-M

WBHHES LEBEN ASTRA LE

WARTE

ZEITSCHRIFT FUR SEELISOHE

NATURWEOI: DIR IRKENNTNIS

KULTUR-LEBENS

Herausgeber und Vera.ntwortl
Schriftleiter

und HEILREFORM

A. FRANK GLAHN

SHRIFTLEITER: Willy Dobberkau
Kotzschenbrodllr--Sachsen
HERAUSGEBER: Rudolf Besser.

Erscheint MonatlichBezngspreis V2 Jahr Mk .3.40
Verlag uml Expedition:

BEZUGPREIS, Halbjakrlich M 4

URANUS-VERLAC
WEMMINGEN, Bayern.

MIRACLE HEALTH FOOD
A PERFECT and NATURAL FOOD, containing all the .
elements which
essential to repair the daily waste of the body, and
the wear of mental and physical forces; this food contains the materials
in. the ·right proportions for building the brain, bone, and muscle.
Send me a FreewiH Offering, now, and
tructions, telling you how to make and to
as you are satisfied that it is all and more
as your sense of ju_stice prompts you-the
spreading the work.

I will send you my complete insuse Miracle Health Food. As soon
than I claim for it, send such sum
funds so received will be used for

FREE-With ever.Y order, a Heq.lth and Longevity Secret
Remit by cheque or Money Order. International Money Orders
to be made payage on Jacksonville, Fla. U.S.A. All orders receive...
prompt and personal attention.
JAMES E. Mc MAHEL (Pub.)
Lock Box 41 ·:"' A.
White House, Florida, U. S. A.

A COURSE OF 24 LESSONS BASED ON THE TEACHINGS OF THE
BHAGAVAD GITA
Practical Instructions in Occultism (Yoga)
1. The Preliminary of Shutting Off 13. The Equilibrium of Life-Death.
14. Into Life Sacrifice Death.
from the Sense-World.
2. On the Mastery of Angrr.
15. Further on « Shutting Off from
3. Never Regret-Grieve Naught.
the
4. On the Purpose of Life.
5. Seeing the Soul.
16. Prevention of the Flow of Prana.
6. Tasting the Soul.
17. Life is Not a Slave to the Breath.
7. Contacting the Soul-Lives.
18. Regeneration Through Fasting.
H. Conquest of the Kingdom.
19. Mortification and Detachment of
H. Government by Leadership.
l 0. Inhibition of Thoug-ht by Silence.
the Heart.
11. The Sound That Resounds"
21. Using the Breath Rhythm.
Through the Soul.
22. Eliminating Worry.
12. What You Have to Do While
23. Raja Yoga.
24. Do What Thou Wilt.
CultivatinP' the Silence.
FEE £ 10.00.00
THE LATENT LIGHT CULTURE, TINN '8 VEI LY. [\{)/A

Articles on
Astrology, Numerology, Palmistry,
.
Theosophy, Rosicrucianism, Psychic Philosophy, Spirit Phenomena
Mysticism

With a Digest of the Latest News in
Psychic Research and Occult Interests
THK OCCULT DIGBST

Monthly 25 c.
1900 North Clark Street, CHICAGO. U. S. A.
Subscription - 3.00 Dollars a Year - in the U.S.A. and Canada
3.50 Dollars Foreign

WHIR! Al\£ THOSE "MIDIUMS " ?
AND LEADING AUTHORS, LECTURERS, RESEARCHERS,
PERIODI°CALS, CAMPS, SOCIETIES, ETC ...
SEE

HARTMANN'S

INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF PSYCHIC
SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALISM
Published Annually - Send for 1931 edition.
1.00 dollar
This is the Age of Psychic Science
Investigate and become convinced of Survival
THE OCCULT PRESS.
Box 43, S.
JAMAICA, N. Y., U.S.A.

-

MODERN ASTROLOGY

THENEWYORKASTROLOGER jl
A s ·c'holarly
in popular
language, with a sense of humor
and a literary · flair. A brilliant
group of contributors from all
parts of the world .. One dollar a
year. ·
Publishei quarterly
Single coptes 35 cents
ELIZABETH ALDRICH
136, West 12th Street
NEW-YORK, U.S.A.

Star Pual1sh:ng House

PSYCHIC WORLD MON'IHLY
Founded by Chas H: Leitenberg.
Now published by
Jennie lU. DAWES KIRK_tL
Ediloa•

English Astrological

MODERN ASTROLOGY OFFICES
Imperial Buildings-Ludgate Circus
LONDON E. C. 4

l

i

!i·
1

THE CHURCH O .F
THE NEW•AGE
MAGAZINE
Spreading the N1ew Age Teachings
Subscription: 12 copies 3/ 6 post
free. U. S. and Canada 14 copies
Dollar post free.
The Editor:
Church of the New Age, Raby Street
MANCHESTER. ENGLAND

Koreshanity solves ail universal
riddles. Gives . the true answers. to
the questions of life, . death and illlmortal attainment.
.,
Literature free. Write
Estero, Lee co., Florida, U. S. A.

Great

One Shilling net
l AnnualP rice:
Subscription: Post-Free,13/ -

1

AHE YOU
S EEl(I .\G .T HUTl!

Th 3

Tlie

founded by Alan Leo in 18D:J
!i Review
Editress: Mrs. ALAN LEO.

THE MOON'-S SIGN BOOK

The P l a11eta1•y dally e·ulde lol' al1
BY LI EWELIN GEORGE
P.> l o!'" the Way to Success

Farmers, gardeners, fruit growers,
poultry raisers will find in it directions for using planetary vibrations
to incr ease and improve p roduction.
Business people find it a decided aid
in the development of important
ventures. It is a Moon's Sign Book.
Gives the Moon's phases, signs and
; dates on which to act for best re: sults. These dates are calculated
l from known planetary positions and
· based on established astrological
I. facts. The 25th. annual edition for
1930 is striking Send for a copy
today and begin at once to .
·
Act in Harmony with Natural Law
(130 pages catalog FH,Eg)

l

663 N. 12th St. Philadelphia, Pa
U. S. A. · _
Subscriptions 1.25 dollar a year
\Foreign)-Domestic 1 dollar
N01E. - Spiritualism carries a
great truth. ·same ·is being told fea;rlessly and intelligently by a group I Llewellyn
Company
of truth seekers in the above public- i
Astrological Bldg.,
ation. One of: the oldest clre fenders . j 8921 T.S. National ' Blvd.,
of Spiritualism_in A,merica.
·
Los Angeles, California, · U:S.A.

!
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The - Rosicrucian Digest
«COVERS THE WORLD»

,

.

(Formerly « The Mystic Triangle »)

Official International Magazine of the World-wide RQsicrucian Order
25 c. per copy

AMORC
Three dollars per year

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THE SUPREME COUNCIL OF AMORC
THE ROSICRUCIAN ORDER
Rosl.c .ruclan

Park •

S .an

Jose.

Oal.

•

u. s.

A.

Are You Blinded to the Truth ?
Are all of the wo rld's ]Jcnefits just beyo nd your
Are you belcl fast
one lin e o.f wo l'ic, one 1rn1Tow mnrg in of income,
one li tl le (' il'cle of home ancl social
Ts tb °"great cr y of the «Self ·within»
f.orfreetl m, joy , s ucees. ancl perso na l p wer, cho ked into stilln ess by your
I um ta tions
10 011e p os it ion in l ifo ,

..

The Rosicrucians Invite Yau

1

r

of Rosir rn r ians-wo rk er s for T'erso nal Development ancl
Abundant Life-in ernry part of lhis great laud, invite you to share their
nnus 1ial
and become :Ma ster of yo ur Present Life. \Vhy n ot parlicipnte in t,J1e
h a ppiness ancl p lenly of t l1is

A New Fre e Boe k
Corne, lay

bia s, cloubt, nnd he!';ihrncy a. i•l o! Le:nn tl1e trnth of .yon r
as suon a . .Yon f1 'er the inner se lf from ils pri . on. Ont of tb e
g-l'ateful hea rt:; t>f: hund1 eds of lho11 sands in man y bnds hiwe been set aside
fonrls lo pa. ' fo r th e p1i11h ng· anrl lnai linµ; of: a strnn g·e me'isage of Hope ancl
Help. The book is cal!er1 «Tile Liµ;ht of Eg;.1·p t», ::incl iL tells how the secrnts
of Natn r e and of nrnn ' s; m;nrl IHl\"e been prese rrncl sinee Lbe days of Egypt's
gTe:1t P'Y1Y er- anrl lrnw you, in t ile 1wi1·:t<'.V of yo11 r home, may u se t hese simple
laws to c11-orthrow ohstar lc: in li f', wide n you r cir1•le of per><onal power arnl
command a realization of your desires. lf yo n are s in rere, addl'ess Leiter (not
postca rrl) as below, and get yo ur ropy of Lhe hook a nd sa mpl e le.·. on at qnce.

X:.M .IF.
(AMOR::::)

CALDF.
t l1e ori 5i.:rJ :::l

on ly £odGn1cian
::#U

